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Collection Overview

**Title:** Dorothy M. Vaughan Collection  
**Bulk Dates:** 1837-2004  
**Accession Number:** M 2004-031  
**Physical Description:**

**Provenance and Acknowledgements:** The Society received the Dorothy M. Vaughan Collection in 2004.

**Access Restrictions:** No restrictions

**Copyright:** For permission requests to publish material from this collection, contact the Librarian for copyright information.

**Repository:** Special Collections, Library

**For Additional Information:**
- Special Collections, Library  
- New Hampshire Historical Society  
- 30 Park Street  
- Concord, NH 03301  
- 603-856-0600

**Summary:**

This collection is composed of the correspondence, business, and personal papers of Dorothy M. Vaughan, as well as the correspondence and personal papers of four generations of her family. Also included is a large collection of photographs, manuscripts and ephemera pertaining to Portsmouth, NH.

**Biographical Note**

Dorothy Mansfield Vaughan was born September 20, 1904 in Penacook, New Hampshire, the first child of Raymon Sanderson Vaughan and Mary Wilson Smith. Raymon, who was born in Redford, NY (4/9/1878) was a semi-professional baseball player and ran a billiards hall with his father (Rodney Sidney Vaughan). Mary Vaughan, daughter of Oscar E. Smith and Julia W. Gage of Penacook, was born in Penacook (5/5/1881) and was educated locally and at the private St. Mary’s School for Girls in Concord.

The Vaughan family, including brothers Donald (1/4/1907) and Oscar (4/16/1908) resided with Oscar and Julia Smith in the two-family home they owned at 57 Merrimack
Street in Penacook. Oscar Smith was a bookkeeper at the Stratton and Merrill Flour Mill in Penacook, and had business interests in Portsmouth and West Ossipee. Oscar and Julia Vaughan appeared to have some wealth, as they also owned a summer cottage in York Beach, Maine.

Dorothy Vaughan attended the Charles Street and Summer Street elementary schools in Penacook; her strongest subjects were reading, geography and spelling. Dorothy her mother and brothers spent part of each summer at the Smith cottage in York Beach, and also visited relatives in Hebron, NH (Gage family) and Morrisonville, NY (Smith family). The family attended St. Mary’s Episcopal Church in Penacook.

In 1917 Raymon Vaughan took a job as a machinist at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, and the Vaughan family moved to Portsmouth. Raymon and Mary rented a house at 390 State Street and enrolled the children at the Whipple Public School. Soon after arriving in Portsmouth Dorothy became involved with the Girl Scouts, which was forming its first troop. Before she graduated from high school she was named a Lieutenant, and was leading a group of girls not much younger than herself. Many photographs, letters, and journals attest to the wide-ranging activities of Troop #2, including historical tours of Portsmouth and overnight trips to the Vaughan cottage in York Beach. Through the Girl Scouts Dorothy Vaughan met many prominent Portsmouth women, including Rosamond Thaxter, grand-daughter of Shoals writer and artist Celia Thaxter.

In September of 1918 Dorothy entered Portsmouth Public High School. In addition to her core classes in English, History, French and Composition she took a special concentration in Domestic Arts. Dorothy was an average student, earning mostly “Bs.”

During her senior year Dorothy made an inquiry about working as a Page at the Portsmouth Public Library. A postcard from Hannah G. Fernald, Librarian, reads: “My dear Dorothy, if you still want to come in to the Library to help this winter, will you come tomorrow to have a little talk with me.” This was the beginning of Dorothy's fifty-four year career at the Portsmouth Public Library.

**Dorothy Vaughan: Librarian**

After she graduated from high school Dorothy was hired as the Third Assistant Librarian, working in the Children’s Department. In 1926 she was promoted to Second Assistant, and extended her duties to include inquiries about genealogy and the history of the Portsmouth region. In 1929 Dorothy was promoted to First Assistant, and took on the responsibility of cataloguing. Most of Dorothy’s training was “on the job,” overseen by Head Librarian Hannah Fernald, who was a graduate of the Pratt Institute of Library Studies. However, in 1931 Dorothy attended a ten-day Summer Library Institute at the University of New Hampshire, and in 1946 she took a correspondence course in “Cataloguing” through the University of Wisconsin.

Aside from her work at the Portsmouth Public Library, Dorothy Vaughan also helped at Camp Langdon, which was a part of the Portsmouth Harbor Defense system during
World War II. During the spring of 1943 the Commanding Officer asked Hannah Fernald to aid him in organizing a post library. Miss Fernald responded by “loaning” Dorothy for one afternoon a week. Additionally, Dorothy gave up her mornings off for a period of three months to assist a soldier (who had been a Page at the Brooklyn Public Library) with sorting the vast amount of materials which had been contributed as the result of the Victory Book Campaign.

In 1945 Hannah Fernald retired, and Dorothy Vaughan became the head of the Portsmouth Public Library. Although she had not attended library school, Dorothy received a “Certificate of Librarianship-Grade 1” from the New Hampshire Library Association. This certification insured that “Dorothy M. Vaughan has fulfilled all requirements in education and experience to be librarian in a town of 10,000 population.”

Dorothy Vaughan’s contributions to the library field extended beyond her role in Portsmouth. In 1947 she was appointed to the NH Library Commission. She was also a member of the NH Library Association, the New England Library Association, and the American Library Association. She was President of the NH Library Association from 1954-1957 and Editor of the newsletter from 1952-1957.

Due to mandatory rules, Dorothy was forced to retire at the age of seventy (1974) from the Portsmouth Public Library. Hoping to stay until the long-awaited expansion of the library was completed, she sent a formal request to the Mayor and members of the City Council, asking for “extension of time to serve the city,” stating: “It now seems imminent and I would be grateful for the privilege of staying on until the new Library facility is dedicated.” The City Council denied Dorothy’s request, but referred the issue to the state Retirement Board. Eventually Dorothy was allowed to remain at the library for eighteen additional months in the position of Curator of Special Collections. Sherman Pridham took over the daily operations of the Portsmouth Public Library, while Dorothy oversaw the archives and historical collections.

On April 6, 1976, a front page article in The Portsmouth Herald detailed the final turn of events in Miss Vaughan’s career at the Portsmouth Public Library. At a City Council meeting on April 5, John J. Whorley proposed naming Dorothy “Librarian Emeritus,” honoring her fifty-two years of “dedicated service.” There was heated debate among the Councilmen, City Manager, and the Mayor, some of whom felt Miss Vaughan had been recently forced out of her position as Curator of Special Collections. Mayor Bruce Graves stated Miss Vaughan had reached her mandatory retirement age. Manager Calvin A. Cannery further noted “Miss Vaughan is under investigation by the Police Department for the disappearance of items from the library.” At the end of the April 5 meeting Dorothy was given the honorary title, but not before one Councilman noted there had been “slanderous remarks” made by those present.

Just as the nation was in the full grip of a bicentennial celebration Dorothy Vaughan, resident historian of Portsmouth, was unemployed for the first time in fifty years. In a way the timing was perfect, as there was an increased demand for people who could lecture and write about all matters historical. Instead of “retiring,” Dorothy found her
days filled with meetings and lectures and research projects. For the remaining twenty-eight years of her life Vaughan was able to devote herself to preserving the history of her beloved Portsmouth.

**Dorothy Vaughan: Historian**

Although Dorothy’s vocation was librarian, her avocation was historian. In one of her many talks Dorothy reported her love of history came from her father, who was always tossing famous quotes to herself and her brothers. One of his favorite phrases was John Paul Jones: “I have not yet begun to fight.” When the Vaughan family moved to Portsmouth in 1917 they rented on State Street, just around the corner from the John Paul Jones house. When Dorothy learned the Patriotic League had set up a station at the house (to serve the Navy men based in Portsmouth in WWI), she went over to offer herself as volunteer so she could have a “peek” inside. Dorothy stated, “It was my first taste of Colonial Architecture, and it tasted good.”

Curious about her new city, Dorothy began to ask questions of her teachers and neighbors. When they ran out of answers they sent her to the public library to look for more information. Dorothy said it was her love of history which brought her to the library, and which led her to read many books about the early days of Portsmouth.

Several years later Dorothy was able to display her accumulated knowledge about Portsmouth while serving as a volunteer tour guide for the Chamber of Commerce during the summer of 1922. When she started her job at the Portsmouth Public Library in the fall of that same year, she had access to new sources of information: volumes of historical data and historical artifacts which were not available to the general public.

For many years librarians were the source of information, both common and obscure, on any variety of topics. Indeed, one could simply call a library and pose a question, and the librarian would scurry off to find the answer. Because Portsmouth was such an early and prominent center of commerce in New England, many people were interested in its history. Consequently, the employees at the Portsmouth Public Library were barraged with inquiries from school children, teachers, writers, and genealogists. Early in her career Dorothy Vaughan was tasked with finding answers to historical questions. If she couldn’t find information within the books and files at the library, she was sent over to see Rev. Alfred Gooding, who was the reigning town “historian.” While she was there Dorothy would ask him about many other matters; by the time he passed away in the early 1930s Dorothy had accumulated a storehouse of facts about Portsmouth history. For the rest of her professional career Dorothy Vaughan was the person everyone sought when they had questions about Portsmouth.

Many well-known writers came to the Portsmouth Public Library to conduct their research for their historical novels. Most prominent were Kenneth Roberts (“Boon Island” and “Northwest Passage”), Lois Lenski (“Ocean Born Mary”), John Mead Howells (“Architectural Heritage of the Piscataqua”), and Thomas Raddall (“The Governor’s Lady”). Dorothy was the initial point of contact for all these authors, but she
expanded her role and continued to conduct research for each of them over the course of many years. Subsequently, these authors came to depend on Dorothy to check their facts, or provide “historical context,” or loan books on a long-term basis.

Dorothy Vaughan’s love of history led her to become involved with nearly every historical organization in the City of Portsmouth. Below is a list of organizations to which she belonged during her lifetime:

- Thomas Bailey Aldrich Memorial
- Colonial Dames of America (served two terms as president of NH chapter)
- Daughters of the American Revolution (charter member)
- Portsmouth Athenaeum
- Portsmouth Historic Associates
- Portsmouth Historical Society
- Strawberry Banke
- Warner House Association
- Wentworth Gardner-Tobias Lear Association

Dorothy was also a member of many state-wide and national organizations:

- New Hampshire Historical Genealogical Association
- New Hampshire Historical Commission (first female member)
- New Hampshire Historical Society
- Newcomen Society of North America
- Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Antiquities (SPNEA)

Additionally, Dorothy served as SPNEA’s “local contact” for their two properties in New Hampshire. Between 1940 and the mid-1970s she reported about the physical conditions, custodians, acquisitions, and other matters pertaining to the Jackson House and the Governor John Langdon Mansion, both in Portsmouth. Dorothy was never an arm-chair historian; she became actively involved in a multitude of projects, and was valued both for her historical knowledge and her long list of personal contacts.

**Dorothy Vaughan: Preservationist**

The preservation movement in Portsmouth had many “beginnings,” and Dorothy Vaughan was on the scene nearly every step of the way. In the 1930s architect John Mead Howells and historian Stephen Decatur, both summer residents of Kittery, Maine, had a vision for preserving the entire South End of Portsmouth as a “Maritime Port.” They persuaded the National Park Service to send a team to conduct a study of Portsmouth. Dorothy Vaughan, who had done background research for Mr. Howells (“The Architectural Heritage of the Piscataqua,” 1937), spent endless hours aiding with the historical and deed research on the properties. However, due to the economic constraints of the time period, the “Maritime Port” never came to fruition.
As the Depression lingered several important properties were put up for sale by their owners, who could not raise the funds to maintain them. In the summer of 1939 both the Wentworth-Gardner House (owned by the Metropolitan Museum of Art) and the adjacent Tobias Lear House (owned by the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities) were put on the block. The Friends of the Wentworth-Gardner and the Tobias Lear Houses toiled for three months to raise $10,000 to purchase both properties. In the end, money gleaned from tea/card parties, auctions and exhibitions, and a contribution from an anonymous donor saved the day. Dorothy Vaughan, who had been involved at the Wentworth-Gardner for many years, was an integral part of the public relations and organizing efforts. Indeed, she remained loyal to the “Friends” until the end of her life.

In 1940 Captain Chester Mayo, a high-ranking officer at the Portsmouth Navy Yard, spearheaded a committee of prominent citizens (including Dorothy Vaughan) to look into the idea of researching, restoring, and marking Portsmouth’s many old houses. The volunteers made solid progress, aided by the Director of the Historic Records Survey for the state of New Hampshire. However the project came to a halt when Capt. Mayo was re-assigned to new duties after the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Dorothy continued corresponding with the HRS office, but once again lack of funds prevented a preservation plan from reaching fruition.

In January of 1957 Professor Michael Hugo-Brut, a visiting researcher from Cornell University, came to the Portsmouth Public Library searching for information for his study of “Portsmouth: An English Crown Colony.” In the ten days he spent with Dorothy Vaughan he became enamored with the city, and she became enamored with his thoughts about preservation. Hugo-Brut was asked to present his research to the Rotary Club, and Dorothy Vaughan convinced her Rotarian brother to let her in the door, despite the “no women allowed” rule. When Hugo-Brut exhorted the Rotarian’s to save their historic city, Dorothy Vaughan heeded the battle cry.

Five months later (June 20, 1957) the Rotary was looking for a replacement speaker, and Dorothy’s brother Don asked her if she would like to fill the empty spot. Still brimming with energy from her discussions and subsequent correspondence with Michael Hugo-Brut, and angered by the seemingly un-noticed destruction of an historic house located directly across the street from the library, Dorothy pleaded with the Rotary Club to stop the destruction of historic Portsmouth, warning the city would soon be nothing more than a bunch of “honky-tonks” and “bowling alleys.” The businessmen in attendance that day, although not of a preservation mindset, certainly understood Portsmouth could profit if it could be cleaned up and “sold” as a historic destination (like the highly successful Williamsburg, VA).

What began as a plea for community consciousness grew into a crusade for Dorothy Vaughan. The Rotarians formed a study committee comprised of local businessmen, but included Dorothy for her expertise and contacts. After visiting Williamsburg and Sturbridge Village, the committee decided on a different model: rehabilitating existing buildings for re-use as a residential and commercial neighborhood with an integrated
museum component. The City of Portsmouth had been given $600,000 in federal funds for an urban renewal project on the South End; the study committee worked to convince the government this new model of preservation as renewal would be economically viable. In the end the money was designated for use in a project dubbed “Strawbery Banke,” a colloquial name for the first settlement in Portsmouth.

Dorothy Vaughan became a leading force in Strawbery Banke. From her famous Rotary address in 1957 until the grand opening of the project in 1965 Dorothy Vaughan was giving speeches (over 150, by her count), meeting with local, state and national officials, and serving as President of the organization. For her efforts Vaughan was awarded an honorary doctorate from the University of New Hampshire (1966), and was invited to a “Women Doers” luncheon at the White House (1968).

Her work at Strawbery Banke made Dorothy a very public figure, and she was so honored for her contributions many times over. A file of newspaper clippings and a box of awards bears testament to the many accolades she received in her lifetime.

**Dorothy Vaughan: Honors and Achievements**

The list of awards bestowed on Dorothy Vaughan spanned forty-seven years and underscores her many interests and achievements:

- Award of Merit: D.A.R. 1955
- Book of Golden Deeds Award: Exchange Club of Portsmouth 1960
- Katharine Prentis Murphy Collector’s Award 1964
- Doctor of Humane Letters: University of NH 1966
- Women Doers’ Luncheon: The White House 1968
- Women of Distinction: AAK 1969
- Connie Award: Soc. Of American Travel Writers 1977
- Citizen of the Year: Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce 1982
- Unsung Heroine Award: NH Commission of Status of Women 1986
- Woman of the Year: The Union Leader 1987
- Lifetime Achievement Award: Portsmouth Rotary Club 1995
- Key to the City of Portsmouth: Mayor of Portsmouth 1999
- Preservation Achievement Award: NH Preservation Alliance 2002

**Summary**

Dorothy Mansfield Vaughan lived a long and full life, one which she devoted in equal parts to her family, friends, and civic projects. Her collection of papers is both a reflection of herself and of the city of Portsmouth.
Scope and Content Note

Summary

The collection is divided into three series: personal and professional papers; family papers; images. The period covered is 1837-2004, of which the bulk is dedicated to the years of Dorothy Vaughan's life (1904-2004).

The first series includes the following:

- Correspondence (draft letters/family letters/personal letters)
- Writings (fiction/non-fiction; published/un-published)
- Talks
- Business papers (correspondence: general/authors/historical research/organizations)
- Research projects (maritime/military/biographical/portraits/covered bridges)
- Remaining personal papers

The second series includes the following:

- Great-grandparents (maternal/paternal)
- Great-uncles and aunts (maternal/paternal)
- Grandparents (maternal/paternal)
- Parents
- Siblings

The third series includes the following:

- Dorothy M. Vaughan (portraits/family/group)
- Vaughan family
- People, assorted (Ambrotypes/Carte de Visite/Daguerrotypes/glass negatives/tintypes)
- Places (Portsmouth/other New Hampshire).

Items Removed from the Collection

During the preliminary sorting of the Dorothy M. Vaughan Collection materials were removed and sent to the following Portsmouth institutions:

- Portsmouth Athenaeum
- Portsmouth Public Library
- Strawberry Banke

The bulk of these materials came from the aforementioned institutions; they were identified by stamps or numbers.
Miss Vaughan's large collection of postcards (approximately 5,000) was added to the collection of the NH Historical Society (as appropriate). Out of state postcards and duplicates were transferred to more appropriate collections.

Additional miscellaneous materials were transferred to outside institutions, as they did not pertain to Miss Vaughan, her work or her family. The mission of the New Hampshire Historical Society is to collect materials pertaining to NH. Consequently, materials which did not originate in New Hampshire were sent to more appropriate collections.

Outside Institutions:

Christ Church, Schenectady, NY
Indiana Historical Society, Indianapolis, IN
Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY
Lawrence History Center, Lawrence, MA
Manchester Historic Association, Manchester, NH
North Church, Portsmouth, NH
Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, NH
Portsmouth, City of, Portsmouth, NH
Portsmouth Historical Society, Portsmouth, NH
St. John's Church, Portsmouth, NH
Saugerties Historical Society, Saugerties, NY
Smith College, Northampton, MA
South Dakota State Historical Society, Pierre, SD
SUNY Plattsburgh, Plattsburgh, NY
Vermont Historical Society, Barre, VT
White Mountain School, Bethlehem, NH
Williams College, Williamstown, MA

NOTE: Related correspondence and complete list of transferred items may be found with the Guide to the Collection, Tuck Library.

Series I: Personal and Professional Papers

The first series within the Dorothy M. Vaughan Collection contains materials which may be of interest to outside researchers, including:

Correspondence with noted authors: Lois Lenski, Kenneth Roberts
Genealogy: prominent Portsmouth families
Portsmouth Portraits: images and research materials
Strawberry Banke: correspondence, printed materials

 Vaughan's personal correspondence consists of seventeen boxes, with some files covering several decades. Almost without exception these letters were sent to Vaughan; there are no more than a dozen copies of letters she sent to others. The correspondence
ranges from childhood greetings to love letters to discussions of history, genealogy and travel. Many of the writers thank Dorothy for her long, interesting letters or for her thoughtful gifts. Portsmouth and New Hampshire are favorite topics, as are family connections. By reading the letters sent to Dorothy Vaughan, one gets the sense she was a caring, active, and interesting correspondent. Personal correspondence is arranged by sender, in alphabetical order, and chronologically within correspondent.

Dorothy Vaughan was a prolific writer; there are eight document boxes of her **published and unpublished papers.** The topics are historical, with the majority addressing Portsmouth subjects. For five years (1930-1935) Vaughan wrote short pieces for *The Beacon,* a monthly guidebook of Portsmouth. She also wrote several articles for *Historic New England,* the publication of SPNEA. Vaughan hoped to write a book about Portsmouth history, and toiled for years over the content. The collection contains her prospectus for this project ("The Port of Portsmouth"), as well as correspondence with numerous publishers, all of whom rejected her proposal. Vaughan’s papers are arranged in alphabetical order, except for the *Beacon* articles, which are arranged chronologically (their original order, arranged by Vaughan).

For most of her professional life Dorothy Vaughan was a **speaker** (both paid and unpaid) at historical societies and civic organizations. Again her favorite topic was “history,” but in a very broad definition. Sometimes she gave the biography of a specific person (“Tobias Lear”); sometimes she tackled an entire group (“The Women of Portsmouth”); most often she spoke about the preservation of Portsmouth (“Saving Strawberry Bank;” “Portsmouth Preservation History”). Although the largest Portsmouth preservation Project (Strawberry Banke) was launched via Dorothy Vaughan’s Rotary speech on June 20, 1957, her true feelings about being pressed into service as a speaker were expressed in a piece of fiction entitled “In Defense of Local Talent.”

*Now why is it that people think Home Town Talent is good enough in a pinch, but not good enough to be sought after and paid for? The times she has obligingly helped out are beyond remembering. They have all discovered she is willing, or at least can be coaxed into a talk, and she can give a good evening’s entertainment at no cost.*

The twelve boxes of **business correspondence** include all the organizations and committees in which Miss Vaughan played a substantial role. Researchers interested in the history of the preservation movement in Portsmouth will find abundant material on the following organizations:

- Colonial Dames
- Daughters of the American Revolution
- Historic New England (formerly SPNEA)
- Jackson House
- New Hampshire Historical Commission
- Strawberry Banke
- Thomas Bailey Aldrich Memorial
- Wentworth-Gardner and Tobias Lear houses
- Warner House
Dorothy Vaughan spent a good part of her time and energy doing historical research for a variety of authors, most famously, Lois Lenski and Kenneth Roberts. Although the authors acknowledged Vaughan's contributions in their “Forward” or “Author’s Notes,” it does not appear there was monetary compensation involved. Some of the professional relationships with authors became personal relationships. For instance, Lenski's correspondence initially addressed historical issues, but later delved into discussions of home, family and health.

In the past, persons seeking general information about a municipality would send their questions to the local librarian and could expect to receive a written reply. Dorothy Vaughan kept a large file of the letters she received during the course of her long career at the Portsmouth Public Library. From this saved correspondence one can assume historical research took up a substantial portion of her time.

Dorothy Vaughan was a consummate researcher. Most of her work was in support of articles she was writing or speeches she was commissioned to give. However, some was done for pure pleasure (covered bridges) and some was done with the intention of producing a book (“Port of Portsmouth” and “Portraits of Portsmouth”). In particular, the “Portraits of Portsmouth” (tracking down all portraits painted of Portsmouth subjects) lasted a lifetime. Although Vaughan spent many years visiting and writing publishing houses (often with the help of personal contacts), and signed a contract (and received a retainer) to co-author “Ports of Portsmouth,” she never became a published book author.

The “remaining personal papers” include everything from Vaughan’s birth certificate and report cards, to tax bills, organizational memberships, invitations, scrap books and tax forms. The true essence of Vaughan’s life can be pieced together from the information gleaned from these myriad files.

**Series II: Family Papers**

Dorothy Vaughan was the last remaining member of her family; her brother Donald never married, and her brother Oscar did not have any children. Also, Oscar’s wife Grace was an only child. Dorothy and Donald lived their whole lives in their parents’ Portsmouth home. The Vaughans (particularly the women) venerated family history and Dorothy’s mother was a life-long genealogist. Consequently, Dorothy inherited (by default) all the family correspondence, photographs, and personal papers going back three generations. Vaughan’s family papers are arranged in alphabetical order, which is aided by the “Ancestral Chart of Dorothy M. Vaughan,” which is included in this finding aid.

**The following surnames comprise the family papers:**

Chandler
Gage
Jenkins  
Parsons  
Manley  
Mansfield  
Morse  
Smith  
Vaughan  
Wilson

Most of these families resided in New Hampshire, primarily in Hebron, Hillsboro, Penacook (Concord) and Portsmouth. Others resided in northern New York (Redford and Morrisonville).

The correspondence within these files tells rich stories about topics ranging from New Hampshire migration to the plains (Edward and Osgood Gage); mill life in New Hampshire (Chastina and Lucy Mansfield); tales of a brother lost to the gold rush (Rufus Smith); and a woman scorned (Addison Gage and Lizzie Driscoll).

Those searching for Dorothy Vaughan’s “voice” may find it in the few surviving letters she wrote to her great-aunt (Julia Smith Vaughan), and her mother (Mary Smith Vaughan), and also in her mother’s correspondence to Julia Smith Vaughan or Julia Gage Smith.

Series III: Images

Within this series are both personal photos and historical photos. The first two boxes are images of Dorothy Vaughan and her family arranged in chronological order. Next are images of assorted people, primarily from Concord and Portsmouth, arranged in alphabetical order. Last are images of places, mostly Portsmouth, but also other towns in New Hampshire. These images are also arranged in alphabetical order.

The family photos include images of Dorothy Vaughan from birth to age 100, including both studio poses and amateur photos. There are many images of Dorothy’s immediate family (parents and two younger brothers), as well as her maternal grandmother, who lived with the Vaughan family for the final years of her life.

The images of “assorted” people were probably collected by Vaughan for their historical significance. Many of the images are of prominent Portsmouth citizens. Some of the images are in family albums, which were probably given to Vaughan by surviving members who would have disposed of them otherwise. It is possible the images of Concord/Penacook people were friends of Vaughan’s maternal grandparents (Oscar and Julia Gage Smith) or her mother (Mary Smith Vaughan), as they all lived in the area for years, and appeared to have a number of friends and acquaintances.

The images of places compliment Dorothy Vaughan’s historical research and long-held interest in anything pertaining to the history of Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Judging
from the number of images, and the varying forms, it is probable Vaughan accumulated her collection from a variety of sources. A good portion of the mounted photos are inscribed “Helen Pearson collection.” Helen was a Portsmouth native, known for her talents in painting and music. Miss Pearson left several paintings to Vaughan, so perhaps she also left her photo collection. Other mounted photos are inscribed “Brewster.” Charles Brewster wrote a history of early Portsmouth, but it is hard to know if these images belonged to Brewster, or were included in his publications (he was also the editor of a local paper). In Vaughan’s official position of librarian at Portsmouth Public Library, or her un-official position as Portsmouth “historian,” she probable encountered many people who held in their possession images (and ephemera and historical documents) pertaining to Portsmouth. It is possible Vaughan’s considerable collection of ambrotypes, carte-de-visite, Daguerreotypes, glass negatives, lantern slides and tintypes were gifts from Portsmouth citizens.
Dorothy M Vaughan Guide to Collection Part II: Box/folder list

Summary
Boxes 1 – 17: DMV personal correspondence
Boxes 18 – 25: DMV writings
Boxes 26 – 37: DMV business correspondence
Boxes 38 – 61: DMV’s research
  38 – 47: biographical primary materials
  48 – 50: covered bridges
  51 – 52: maritime
  53 – 54: military
  55 – 61: portrait project
Boxes 62 – 68: DMV’s personal papers
Boxes 69 – 89: Family papers [DMV’s relatives]
  69 – 70: Gage, Addison families
  71: Mansfield/Wilson families
  72: Smith/Morse family
  73 - 74: Smith family: Julia Gage (Mrs Oscar) Smith
  75 - 77: Smith family: Rev Levi (and wife Amelia) Smith
  78: Smith family: Oscar Smith
  79 - 80: Vaughan family: Donald Vaughan
  81 - 86: Vaughan family: Mary Smith (Mrs Raymon) Vaughan
  87: Vaughan family: Oscar (and wife Grace) Vaughan
  88: Vaughan family: Raymon Vaughan
  89: Vaughan family genealogical information
Boxes 90 – 92: photographs of DMV, family, friends

Box and Folder lists:

Box 1
Dorothy M. Vaughan Personal and Family Correspondence A–S (DMV author)
Folder
  01: Business/professional correspondence, 1923-1992
  02: Personal correspondence, 1905-2001
Correspondence, Family A – S [DMV Recipient]
  03: Crowell, Ione Vaughan [2nd cousin], 1971, n.d.
  05: Frain, Evelyn Saunders [3rd cousin], 1945-1959
  06: Frain, Evelyn Saunders [3rd cousin], 1961-1999
  07: Frain, Evelyn Saunders [3rd cousin], greeting and postcards, n.d.
  08: Frain, Sandra [child of 3rd cousin], 1984-1999
  09: Gage, Carl [3rd cousin], 1940-1949
  10: Gage, Ethel [relationship unknown], 1971
  11: Gage, George Harold [maternal great-uncle], 1950
  12: Gage, J. F. [3rd cousin], 1941
  13: Gage, Katherine [relationship unknown], 1943-1951
14: Haseltine, William [3rd cousin], 1943-1981
15: Lof, John and Ruth [cousins], 1970-1999
16: Merritt, Antoinette and Ruth [cousins], 1970-1996
18: Saunders, Betty Haseltine [3rd cousin], 1940, n.d.
19: Saunders, Betty Haseltine [3rd cousin], 1942-1975
20: Saunders, Elizabeth ("Diddy") [3rd cousin], 1953-1961
22: Saunders, Mary [3rd cousin], 1941-1943
24: Smith, Cora [2nd cousin], 1913-1941, n.d.
25: Smith, Oscar and Julia Gage [maternal grandparents], 1907-1914

Box 2
Correspondence, Family: V-unidentified (DMV recipient)
Folder
01: Vaughan, Donald [brother], 1927-1929, 1971-1973
02: Vaughan, Donald [brother], 1942-1945 [WWII letters]
03: Vaughan, Mr and Mrs Edward [relationship unknown], 1931
04: Vaughan, Grace (Mrs Oscar) [sister-in-law], 1939-1995, n.d.
05: Vaughan, Grace (Mrs Oscar) [sister-in-law], greeting cards, n.d.
06: Vaughan, Lottie (Mrs Renseler Merritt) [paternal aunt], 1914, n.d.
07: Vaughan, Julia Smith [paternal great-aunt], 1923-1937, n.d.
08: Vaughan, Mary (Mrs Raymon) [mother], 1924-1946, n.d.
09: Vaughan, Oscar [brother], 1927-1949
10: Vaughan, Oscar [brother], 1950-1978
14: Vaughan, Rodney and Ellen (Parsons) [paternal grandparents], 1913-1914, n.d.

Box 3
Correspondence, Personal: A (DMV recipient)
Folder
01: Allen, Bill W. Jr. 1951-1960
02: Altman, Gertrude, 1917, n.d.
05: Ashland, Martha (Mrs Forest), 1941-1943
06: Ashland, Martha (Mrs Forest), 1944
07: Ashland, Martha (Mrs Forest), 1945
08: Ashland, J. Lloyd, 1941
09: Ashland, J. Lloyd, 1942
10: Ashland, J. Lloyd, 1943-1944
11: Ashland, J. Lloyd, 1945
12: Ashland, J. Lloyd, 1946-1949
13: A, misc: [1 – 3 letters per author]
   Abbott
   Adams, Anita; Edith; James; Johnnie; Samues
   Addison
   Ahearn
   Albright
   Alden
   Allen
   Alling
   Alward
   Ames
   Amsdon
   Anderson
   Andrus, Gertrude; Robert
   Applegate
   Archer
   Armstrong
   Atwood

Box 4
Correspondence, Personal: Bacon – Brewster (DMV recipient)
Folder
01: Bacon, Caroline, 1945-1966, n.d.
02: Bakctel, Dr. H.S. Sheridan, 1946-1948, 1954
03: Ball, Jane DeAngelis, 1976-2002
04: Beard, Mary and Joseph, 1968-1995
06: Berna, Anne (Mrs H.P.), 1928-1950
08: Blackiston, Beatrice, 1949-1975
09: Blanchard, Harold, 1918-1920
10: Bolander, Lewis H., 1933-1936
12: Bolton, C.K., 1937-1942
13: Bowles, Ella Shannon, 1934-1965
14: Breese, Eleanor and Burr, 1934-1937
15: Brewster, Charles T., 1974-1997

Box 5
Correspondence, Personal: Broadwell – Callahan, L (DMV Recipient)
Folder
01: Broadwell, Andrew S., 1924-1926
02: Broadwell, Andrew S., 1927
03: Broadwell, Andrew S., 1928-1937
04: Broadwell, Crosby, 1927-1931
05: Broadwell, Priscilla, 1926
06: Broadwell, Ruth, 1928
07: Burzynski, Carolyn, 1941-1980
08: Buswell, Cynthia, 1972-1996
09: B, misc [1 – 3 letters per author]
   Babula
   Baker, Edna; Edith
   Baldwin
   Bank
   Baray
   Barbour
   Barondes
   Barrette
   Bartz
   Batchelder, Eleanor; Martha
   Bateman
   Bean
   Beck, Nancy; Peter
   Bernes
   Bennet
   Bereman
   Berger
   Bell
   Benway
   Binger
   Blanchard, Johnny; Mildred
   Blandin
   Blass
   Blood
   Blowen
   Bologna
   Bond
   Booth
   Boucher
   Boutelle
   Bowden
   Brasier
   Berasiv
   Brehaut
   Breitweiser
   Bridges
   Brooks, Elizabeth; Francis; Genevieve
   Broussard
   Brown, Alice; John; Ralph; Terry; Vivian
   Bruce
   Brunel
   Brunette
Box 6

Correspondence, Personal: Callahan, P – C (DMV recipient)

Folder
01: Callahan, Phillip, 1941-1942
02: Callahan, Phillip, 1942-1943
03: Callahan, Phillip, 1943-1945
04: Callahan, Phillip, 1945-1953
05: Charter, Georgine, 1943-1953
06: Chicklis, Stamata, 1918
07: Clair, Charles and Judy, 1995-1996
08: Clements, Edna, 1976-1990
09: Colby, Reginald, 1978
10: Collier, Virginia, 1938, 1953
11: Coolidge, M. Abigail Parsons [Mrs J.T.], 1937-1947
14: Crocker, Betty, 1990-1995
15: Cruikshank, Roxy, 1963-1984
16: Crum, Ophelia B., 1963-1966
17: Culbert, Caroline, 1951-1962
18: Cutright, Paul R., 1973
19: C – misc. [1–3 letters per author]
    Calder
    Campbell
    Capehart
    Carey
    Carne
    Carroll
    Casillas
    Cavanaugh
    Chandler, Annie; Melvin
    Choate
    Clapp
Box 7
Correspondence, Personal: D – F (DMV Recipient)
Folder:
05: de Rochemont, Louis, 1943-1963
06: Dudley, Maggie, 1993-1996
07: Dunbar, Kathryn, 1935-1937
08: D – misc. [1-3 letters per author]
  Dale
  Dallas
  Danikel
  Dans
  Davie
  Davis
  DeCourcy
  Deeter
  Delabar
  Dela Roche
  Delehant
  DeMarais
  Dinwoodie
  Doherty
Douglas
Drake
Dreeson
Drew
Droke
Dryden
Dudley
Duff
DuMont
Dunaway
DuPeza
Durepa
Dyer

09: Early, Eleanor, 1940-1954
10: Eldert, Marian (Mrs Henry), 1964-1968
11: Elliott, Gertrude, 1928; 1930
13: E, misc. [1-3 letters per author]
   Edgell
   Eldert
   Engle
   Evans
   “P.C.E.”
14: Farrington, Kay and Bill, 1942-1944; 1970s-1980s
15: Fennell, William and Margaret, 1977-1982
16: Fernald, Hannah G., 1930-1957 [see also Fernalds in F-misc below]
17: Frost, Rev. Dr. John E., 1934-1960 [see F-misc below for other Frosts]
18: F, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Fagan
   Fairbank
   Fairchild
   Faxwell,
   Fenneman
   Fenwick,
   Fernald, Barbara; Emily; Wes and Grace
   Ferrin
   Finney
   Fiske
   Flanigan
   Fletcher
   Flynn
   Foley
   Forbes
   Ford, Evelyn and Curt; Matrgaret
   Fort
   Foss
Frain
Fraser
Freeman
Friessel
Frost, Arlene; Henrietta; Joe; John

Box 8
Correspondence, Personal: Ga – Gr (DMV recipient)
Folder
02: Garvin, James L., 1990-2001
03: Genestrete, Maria, 1973; 1993-1996
04: Colbourn, Connie, 1927
05: Goldsmith, Ken and Laura, 1973-1977
06: Grant, Louise, 1940s-1980s
07: Green, Dr. Charles W., 1944-1951
08: Green, Gertrude (Mrs Charles W.), 1938-1946
09: Green, Gertrude (Mrs Charles W.), 1947-1949
10: Green, Gertrude (Mrs Charles W.), 1950-1951
11: Green, Gertrude (Mrs Charles W.), 1952-1953
12: Green, Gertrude (Mrs Charles W.), 1954-1960
13: Greene, Wallace (Vaughan), Mr and Mrs, 1933-1978

Box 9
Correspondence, Personal: Gr – Ho (DMV recipient)
Folder
01: Greer, Agnes, 1952-1971
02: Gushee, Roger, 1928-1934
03: G, misc. [1-3 letters per author]
   Gallagher
   Gardner
   Geltay [?]
   Gerth
   Getchell
   Gileo
   Gillette
   Goodman
   Goodwin, DelMar; Marion
   Gorman
   Gotherwright
   Graham
   Grant
   Gregg
   Green
   Greenway
   Greer
Grube
Gunderson
04: Hall, Margery, 1967-1968
05: Hallahan, Bill and Frances, 1990-1993
06: Hanscom, Ernie, 1981-1999
07: Harbaugh, Sally, 1992-1996
08: Harbelin, Millie, 1991-1996
10: Hildreth, Stella, 1914-1916
11: Hilton, Rose (Mrs B.C.), 1942
12: Hilton, Rose (Mrs B.C.), 1943
13: Hilton, Rose (Mrs B.C.), 1944
14: Hilton, Rose (Mrs B.C.), 1945-1968
17: Hodgdon, Gardner, 1942
18: Hodgdon, Gardner, 1942
19: Hodgdon, Gardner, 1943
20: Hodgdon, Gardner, 1944-1945
21: Hodgdon, Merle, 1940s-1960s, n.d.l [greeting cards]

Box 10
Correspondence, Personal: Ho – K (DMV recipient)
Folder
01: Hoffman, Malvina, 1944-1948
02: Hopkins, Samuel Vaughan, 1963
03: Horning, Gladys and Mildred, 1995-1998
04: Howells, John Ward, 1936-1949
06: Hunt, Violet, 1920s
07: Hunt, Violet, 1930s
08: Hunt, Violet, 1940s-1050s
09: Hunt, Violet, 1940s-1950s
10: Hunter, Gil and Happy, 1945-1946, 1976
11: Hyde, Minna (Mrs James), 1980s-1990s
12: H, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Hadley
   Hagge
   Hagner
   Hamilton
   Hammond
   Hancock
   Hancock
   Hanrahan
   Hanson
   Harding
Hardt
Hartford
Harvey
Haskell
Hayden, Cindy; Helen
Healy
Hedlund
Hendy
Hennessy
Henry
Hescok
Hesse
Hett
Hiden
Hipple
Hobbs
Hodgdon
Hoff, Franz; Julia
Holbrook
Holden
Holt
Hood
Hoskins, Carrie; Nancy
Hotchkiss
How, Jim; Pauline
Howard, Denise and Frank; Violet
Howe
Hutchings
13: Jackson, Esther, 1953-1965
14: Jackson, Russell Leigh, 1943
17: Johnson, Irving Rydell, 1952
19: I-J, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Inglefinger
   Ingmire
   Jenness
   Judson
20: Kane, Wanden, 1966, 1975
21: Kelly, Gertrude, 1945-1950
22: Kaufmann, Charles and Jane, 1967-1969
23: Kennedy, Marion and Samuel, 1947-1952
24: King, Isabel (Mrs Archer), 1968-1997
25: Knott, Dorothea, 1932
26: Kuhn, Brenda, 1960s-1980s
27: K, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Karell
   Kates
   Kelley
   Kelliher
   Kellogg
   Kelly
   Keslick
   Keyes
   KNoeller
   Knowles
   Knox
   Kramer [?]
   Kudlich

Box 11
Correspondence, Personal: L – Ma (DMV recipient)
Folder
  01: Laidlaw, Lil, 1946-1970
  02: Law, Dana, 1945-1953
  03: Lechthaler, Bea, 1979-1984
  04: Lekberg, Warren, 1942
  05: Lekberg, Warren, 1943
  06: Lekberg, Warren, 1944-1949
  08: Lines, Ruth, 1999
  09: Litwin, Leo, 1946-1965
  10: Logan, Daisy (Mrs George), 1949-1955
  11: Low, Susan (Mrs Taber), 1940-1946
  12: L, misc [1-3 letters per author]
     Labrie, Christy; James; Nina; Rose
     Ladd
     Lambton
     Lame [?]
     Lamson, Albert; Johanna; Ruth
     Lanier [?]
     LaPorte
     Lassonde
     Lawhon
     Lebourveau
     Lee, John; Percy
     Leonard
     Leuba
     Levis
     Lewis, Frida; Roberta
     Little, “C”; Harlund; Marge
Littlefield
Locke
Looney
Lord
Lund
Lyman
Lyon, Ginny and Bill; Mabel
14: Magenau, Roger and Lois Stickney, 1970s-1990s
15: Magenau, Roger and Lois Stickney, 1980s-1990s

Box 12
Correspondence, Personal: Ma – Mc (DMV recipient)
Folder
01: May, Ralph, 1946-1947
02: Mayo, Capt. C.G., 1939-1941, 1970
03: McCarthy, Nellie, 1950-1973
04: McKiernan, Jack, 1943
05: McNamera, Irene, 1915-1916
06: McPhail, Mary A.G., 1935-1938
07: McPhail, Mary A.G., 1939
08: McPhail, Mary A.G., 1940-1942
09: McPhail, Mary A.G., 1940-1942
10: McPhail, Mary A.G., 1943-1944
11: McPhail, Mary A.G., 1943-1949
12: McPhail, Mary A.G., 1950s-1960s
14: McPhail, Mary A.G., 1970s-1980s

Box 13
Correspondence, Personal: Me – P (DMV recipient)
Folder
01: Melcher, Fred, 1947-1951
02: Melcher, Fred, 1952-1963
03: Miller, James I., 1943-1945
04: Miller, James I., 1946-1948
05: Miller, James I., 1952-1953
06: Monier, Helen, 1917-1918
07: Murdock, Frances (Mrs Burton), 1978-1992
08: M, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Macomber
   Makin
   Malone
   Manfull
   Mann
Mantz
Marconi
Margeson
Marsh
Martel
Martin, Frances; Sarah; Preston
Marvin
Matheson
McBrine
McDonough
McGee, Diane; Janet; John; Louise
McIntyre
McKay
Mead
Melcher
Miller
Molloy
Moody
Moore
Moorehouse
Moran
Moreland
Morse
Morton
Mosteller
Mott
Mullen
Muller
Murphy

09: Neelson, Paul, 1945-1947
10: N, misc [1-3 letters per author]
    Napoli
    Nelson
    Nerbonne [?]
    Neth
    Nichols
    Nixon
    North
    Northup
    Nutter, Doris; Lee
    Nutting

11: Orcutt, Philip Dana, 1938-1940
12: O, misc [1-3 letters per author]
    O'Brien, "D.W."; Eleanor
    O'Keefe
    Olbooks [?]
Olliver
Olson
Ormsby
Orourke

14: Payne, Winifred, 1926-1927
15: Peirce, Constance, 1948, n.d.
17: Pierce, Caroline, 1945-1948
18: Pittenger, Hurston Wilmot, 1937
19: Prescott, Mary, 1925-1947
20: Pridham, Dorothy, 1942-1943
21: P, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Paradis
   Parks
   Parsons, Alice; Howard; James
   Passer
   Peabody, Berkley; Joanna
   Peirce, Emily; Nellie; Roy
   Pelletier
   Perkins
   Perry, Margaret; Reginald; William
   Peterson
   Pettengill
   Peverly
   Phelan
   Phelps
   Phinero
   Pollack
   Polish
   Powell, Dorothy; Wesley
   Prescott
   Putney

**Box 14**

**Correspondence, Personal: R – Sm (DMV recipient)**

Folder
01: Raitt, Gertrude Griffiths Tredick, 1945-1946
02: Rau, Natalie, 1976-2001
03: Rawson, Marion, 1934
04: Ray, Edith, 1943
05: Reed, Barbara Berna, 1950s-1980s
06: Reed, Barbara Berna, 1950s-1980s
07: Ree, Barbara (Mrs Wendell), 1939-1944
08: Rice, Freda, 1929-1938
09: Rice, Howard, 1959
10: Rivers, Hilda and Tommy, 1947-1948
11: Robinson, H. Alan, 1971
12: Rundlett, Harold G., 1937-1939; 1973
13: Rutledge, Mae, 1983
14: R, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Radaku
   Rainey
   Ramney/Ranney/Ranmey
   Ramsdell
   Rathman
   Raynes
   Reardon
   Redden, Don; Louise
   Reinert
   Remey
   Rice, Arthur; Eleanor; Joan
   Richards
   Riley
   Rizk
   Robbins, Esther; Marie
   Robinson
   Rochfort
   Rockwell
   Rogers, Margaret; Olive
   Rollins
   Ronquist
   Rose
   Rowe, Carol and Jim; Jack and Rosann
   Royston
   R___ [illegible]
15: Salter, Anne K., 1962-1963
16: Sargent, Alice M., 1915-1916
17: Saucier, Mary, 1982-1993
18: Schurman, Leonard, 1927
19: Schurman, Leonard, 1928-1929
20: Serafini, Enzo, 1961-1975
21: Shaw, Carrie and Ed, 1930s-1950s
22: Shipton, Clifford, 1937-1957
24: Smith, Gladys, 1946-1953
25: Smith, Helen Burr, 1939-1940

Box 15
Correspondence, Personal: St – Wh (DMV recipient)
Folder
01: Stickney, Ursula Wright, 1928-1930
02: Stickney, Ursula Wright, 1930s-1950s
03: Stickney, Ursula Wright, 1930s-1980s, n.d. [greeting cards]
04: Strauss, Harry and Kay, 1944
05: Sweetser, Mrs John, 1936, n.d.
06: S, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Saffell
   Saucier, B.
   Saunders
   Sawtelle
   Schlieder
   Scoth
   Scott, George; Harriet; Sheila
   Scotty
   Seavey, Evelyn; William
   Segars
   Seimes
   Shanley
   Shaw
   Shepard
   Sherburne
   Shinn
   Shirley
   Shorey
   Sidebottom
   Sim
   Sirrell
   Smith, Agnes; "C.C."; Everet; Peg; Ruth
   Souter
   Speare
   Spinney
   Staley
   Stark
   Stearns
   Stephensen
   Stewart
   Stickney, C.
   Stone
   Story
   Stronach [?]
   Sturgis
   Sullivan, Eleanor; Martha; Mary
   Susens
07: Thaxter, Rosamond, 1940s-1960s
08: Tidwell, Mabel, 1930s-1950s
09: Tryon, W.S., 1946-1947; 1960s
10; Tucker, Phyllis, 1978, n.d.
11: Tufts, Anne, 1970s
12: T, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Talbot
   Tarbell, Barbara; William
   Taylor, David; Mary
   Terry
   Thayer
   Thompson, Anna; Katharine
   Thornton
   Tidball
   Tilton, Emily; Helen; Jane
   Tolley
   Tomlinson
   Townsend
   Trueman
   Tuff
   Tuttle
   Twomey
13: Vosc, Robert C., 1948-1985 [letters referring to specific portraits are in portrait folders]
14: U, V, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   U.S. Navy Commandment
   VanHorn
   Vaulton
   Vinton
   Vivian
   Vroom
16: Wendell, Evelyn and William, 1940-1966
17: Wever, Marge, 1926-1930
18: Wever, Marge, 1926-1930
20: White, Margaret and Herb, 1981-1996
21: White, Margaret and Herb, 1981-1996

Box 16
Correspondence, personal: Wi – Unidentified, first name only, E (DMV recipient)
Folder
02: Wignot, Richard, 1970s-1990s
03: Wilson, Thomas C., 1956-1958
04: Wolfe, Frances, 1949-1954
06: Wright, Ruth, 1920s-1970s, n.d. [mostly greeting cards]
07: Wright, Ruth, 1950s-1970s, n.d. [mostly greeting cards]
08: Wyatt, Evelyn, 1980s-1990s, n.d. [mostly greeting cards]
09: W, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Waldron
   Walker
   Walling
   Warwick, Connie; Francis
   Washburn
   Watkins
   Watt
   Weaver [?]
   Weeks
   Weiss
   Welch
   Wells
   Wentworth
   Wever
   Weygandt
   Witcher
   White
   Whitehead
   Whitehouse
   Whittemore
   Whittier
   Wickersham
   Wicks
   Wiggin
   Wilcox
   Wilkins
   Williamson, Cindy; Karen
   Willoughby
   Winn, Shirley; Stan
   Winship
   Winslow
   Wolfe
   Woodbury, Benjamin; Charles
   Woodman
   Woods
   Woodward
   Woody
   Woolfson
   Worse
   Worthley
   Wright
   Wyatt

11: Young, Mary, 1977-1986
13: XYZ, misc [1-3 letters per author]
   Yost
   Ziannacopoulos
   Zitzewitz
14: Unidentified, first name only: A
   Al
   Ann
   Anita
15: Unidentified, first name only: B
   Barbara
   Blanche
   Bonnie
   Bud
16: Unidentified, first name only: C
   Carol
   Carolyn
   Catherine
   Clark
   "CMS"
   Connie
   Constance
17: Unidentified, first name only: D
   Dot
18: Unidentified, first name only: E
   Edith
   Elaine
   Eleanor
   Elizabeth
   Elsie
   Emery
   Ernie
   Esther
   Eugenia
   Evelyn

Box 17: Correspondence, Personal: Unidentified, first name only F – Z (DMV Recipient)
Folder
01: Unidentified, first name only: F
   Frank
   Frida
   F____ [?]
02: Unidentified, first name only: G
   Ged
   Geneveve
   Gertrude
Gilbert
Goldie
Grace
Gretchen

03: Unidentified, first name only: H
    Hat
    Hortense
    "HSP"

04: Unidentified, first name only: J
    Jean
    Jeanne
    Joan
    Joe
    Joseph
    Josephine

05: Unidentified, first name only: K, L
    Kay
    Laurence
    Lois
    Loretta
    Lorraine
    Lottie
    Louise

06: Unidentified, first name only: M
    "Ma"
    Mac
    Margaret
    Margie
    Maria
    Marie
    Marion
    Marjorie
    Martha
    Mary
    Maud
    Mattie
    Max

07: Unidentified, first name only: N, O, P
    Nancy
    Olive
    Olivia
    Ona
    Pam
    Pat, Patty
    Phi
    Priscilla
08: Unidentified, first name only: R, S
   Rodney
   Ros
   Rose
   Roxanne [?]
   Ruth
   Sally
   Sheila
   Skea
   Stacey
   Susan

09: Unidentified, first name only, T – Z
   Tad
   Tommy
   Trina
   Valerie
   Walter
   Wayne
   Will
   Winifred

10: Unidentified, signature illegible

Box 18
DMV writings, unpublished, assorted
Folder
01: Book contract, “Portsmouth Portraits” 1998
02: Book outline, “Old Forts and Fortifications Along the Piscataqua” n.d.
03: Book prospectus, “The Port of Portsmouth” n.d. [c. 1957?]
04: Correspondence, Antiques Magazine, 1950-1951
05: Correspondence, R.R. Bowker Co., 1950
06: Correspondence, Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1940
07: Correspondence: Harvard University Press, 1944
08: Correspondence: Hasting House Publishers, 1950
09: Correspondence: Little, Brown and Co., 1940-1944
10: Correspondence: Reinhart & Co., 1944, 1950
11: Correspondence: rejection letters, assorted 1927-1950
12: Notes: Book Ideas
13: Notes: Preservation Timeline

Box 19
DMV writings, unpublished, fiction
Folder
01: Creative writing, assorted
02: Creative writing, assorted
03: Creative writing, assorted
04: Creative writing, assorted
05: Creative writing, assorted
06: “In Defense of Local Talent: Reflections on Being a Librarian” [written as fiction but probably autobiographical]

Box 20
DMV writings, unpublished, non-fiction Alpha by title, A-R
[CAPS indicate key word for alpha order]

Folder
01: “Thomas Bailey ALDRICH Memorial at Portsmouth”
02: “Around Old Portsmouth”
03: “Nancy BARTON’s Story”
04: “The Old BONNEY Tavern 1787-1937”
05: “Bookman’s Holiday”
06: “Camp Langdon, Victory Book Campaign and Post Library at”
07: [“Ceiling Repair”] (untitled)
08: “The Christmas Ghost at St. John’s Church”
09: “The Church of England at Portsmouth”
10: “Something of Mr. Wyseman CLAGGETT, The King’s Attorney”
11: “Coast Artillery, 22nd, History of”
12: “Cutter-Storer Mansion, Portsmouth NH”
13: “Do You Remember When?”
14: “An Eighteenth Century Merchant and Trader”
15: “The First Summer Visitors”
17: “The Ancient City of FRANKLIN”
18: “God Time”
19: The Graffort Club of Portsmouth”
20: Who Was Mary GUNNISON?”
22: “Old HOUSES of Portsmouth and Their Builders”
23: “Hunking-Wentworth House ca. 1736”
24: “Dr Hall JACKSON” [written 1976]
25: “The Lady Editor” [Sarah Josepha Hale]
26: “The Lear Family of Portsmouth”
27: “History of the Tobias LEAR House”
28: “Life in Portsmouth Two Hundred Years Ago”
31: “Markets and Marketplaces”
32: “The Piscataqua MAST Trade”
33: “The Fastest Ride Guy Ever Took” [Guy McCLINTOCK]
34: “The Mysterious Mr McDONOUGH”
35: “Memorable Memorial Day”
36: “The Middle Field Properties”
37: “Miss Catherine MOFFATT”
38: “Mural Decorations at Camp Langdon and Fort Foster”
39: “Mary NASSAN Was Called a Witch”
40: “New Hampshire’s Scenic Coast”
41: “New Hampshire’s Statesmen”
42: “North Church Parsonage”
43: “Old North Cemetery”
44: “The Old State House”
45: “Andrew’s House” [Andrew PEPPERELL]
46: “Lady PEPPERELL House”
47: “The Phantom City at Piscataqua Bridge”
48: “Pleasant Street: Portsmouth NH”
49: “Story of PORTSMOUTH NH”
50: “Portsmouth Houses” [information compiled for John Mead Howells]
51: “Portsmouth NH: Its Past and Future”
52: “Two Portsmouth Governors” [written 1976]
53: “The Portsmouth Portraits”
54: “Portsmouth Public Library: 1946-1966”
55: “Portsmouth in Revolutionary Days” [written 1976]
56: “Portsmouth Street Names” [written 1972]
57: “Powder House, 1811” [written 1975]
58: “Privateers of the Revolution”
59: “Puddle Dock” [written 1964]
60: “Revolutionary Scenes”
61: “A Revolutionary Schoolmaster”
62: “Rockingham Hotel”
63: “The Fabulous Mr ROUSSELLET” [written 1965]
64: “Royal Visitors”

Box 21
DMV writings, unpublished, non-fiction, Alpha by title, S-Y

[CAPS indicate key word for alpha order]

Folder
01: “The Salter House”
02: “Sarah the Countess” [Countess of Rumford]
03: “The Josephine Bellamy SHAW Story” [written 1964]
04: “Cpt. Abraham SHAW House”
05: “Simpson Brothers Clothing Store, Bow St, Portsmouth NH”
06: “Portsmouth’s Old SOUTH Meeting House”
07: “Spring Hill” [written 1974]
08: “Strawberry Banke”
09: “About Old Strawberry Banke”
10: “Stoodley’s Tavern”
11: “Tea Tempest at Portsmouth”
12: “Uncle Sam’s Surprise”
13: “The United Nations Flag”
14: “Vaughan Family Stories”
15: “Village Incident”
16: “Daniel WEBSTER in Portsmouth”
17: “Young John WENTWORTH, Last of the Royal Governors”
18: “Madam Whipple: 1731-1821” (Katherine Moffatt Whipple) [written 1984]
19: “Mary Cutts WHIPPLE”
20: “William WHIPPLE’s First Declaration”
21: “Capture of Castle of WILLIAM AND MARY”
22: “Fort WILLIAM AND MARY History”
24: “Yellow Fever”

Box 22
DMV writings, unpublished, talks, Alpha by title, A-R

[CAPS indicate key word for alpha order]

Folder
01: “The American Heritage”
02: “Another Old School Master” (Major Samuel Hale)
03: “Arts and Crafts of NH” [given 1960]
04: “Susannah ATKINSON”
05: “The Bray House”
06: “Cabot Street School” [given 1974]
07: “Childhood Journey” [autobiographical, about York Beach]
08: “Education and Culture in Early NH”
09: “Fires of Portsmouth” [given 1986]
10: “Flag Day Address” [given 1932, 1995]
11: “Gardens That Were”
14: “Historic Commission”
15: “Historic District Commission” [given 1985]
16: “Historical Highlights” [given 1947]
17: “Hobbies”
18: “An Idea is Born” [given 1983]
19: “The Mysterious Madame KNIGHT”
20: “Tobias LEAR”
21: “Polly LANG’s Story”
22: “The Public LIBRARY” [given 1953]
23: “Library Work” [given 1950]
24: “Mainly Maine Women”
25: “NH Library Association” [given 1955]
26: “The World of Nathan PARKER” [given 1976]
27: “Pages from the Past” {given 1975, 1976}
28: “People and Places along the Piscataqua”
29: “Portraits” (Kittery ME)
30: “Portsmouth Before Urban Renewal” [given 1984]
31: “Portsmouth Experience: Restoration and Preservation in an Old Town by the Sea”
 [given 1979]
32: “Portsmouth: The Firstest with the Mostest”
33: “Portsmouth in 1910” [given 1950]
34: “Portsmouth Memories” [given 1989]
35: “Portsmouth Preservation History” [given 1969]
36: “Portsmouth Public Library” [given 1954]
37: “Portsmouth Public Library”
38: “Prelude to Portsmouth”
40: “Sarah Walker and her Daughter, Sarah, Countess of Rumford”
41: “Saving Strawberry Banke” [given 1969]
42: “Spring Book Fair”
43: “The Stavers Brothers”
44: “Town Characters” [given 1989]
45: “Treadwell House” [see YWCA history, below, Box 23 Folder 6]

Box 23
DMV writings, unpublished, talks, Alpha by title, S-Y
[CAPS indicate key word for alpha order]
Folder
01: “Urban Renewal and Restoration”
02: “Warner House Benefit” [given 1968]
03: “The Warners and Their Friends” [given 1972]
04: “General William WHIPPLE”
05: “The Women of Portsmouth”
06: “YWCA House History” (Treadwell House)

Box 24
DMV writings, published, non-fiction, Alpha by title
[CAPS indicate key word for alpha order]
Folder
01: “The Old BONNEY Tavern” [Old Time New England, Dec 1940]
02: “Boon Island” Book Review [NH Profiles, n.d.]
03: “John Gaines BREWSTER House” [AARO Realty Brochure, n.d.]
05: “The Story of Mary KELLY” [unidentified publication, n.d.]
07: “Gov. John LANGDON Memorial Mansion” [NH Troubadour, May 1949]
08: “John LANGDON” [Manchester Union Leader, May 1938]
09: “Portsmouth’s LIBERTY Pole” [The Voice, June 1976]
10: “Who Carved the LIBERTY Pole?” [unidentified publication, July 1978]
13: “Peirce Mansion Open” [unidentified publication, July 1940]
15: “The Shorest [sic] Sea Coast” [Ford Times, Jan 1956]
16: “Simpson Brothers Clothing Store” [Small Business Ass’n Bicentennial Series, Dec
1975]
17: “This Was a Man” (bio of Wm WHIPPLE) [Nat’l Society of Colonial Dames, Feb 1964]

Box 25
DMV writings, published, The Beacon. Chronological Order
Folder
01: “Around About Old Portsmouth” June 1930
02: “Puddle Dock and the First Wentworth House” July 1930
03: “Portsmouth Plains and the Sagamore” Aug 1930
04: “Indian Difficulties in Early Portsmouth” Sept 1930
05: “North Church and Some of the Old Houses” Oct 1930
06: “Queen’s Chapel and the Jaffrey House” Nov 1930
07: “John Paul Jones House and The Ranger” Dec 1930
08: “The Boyd-Raynes House” Jan 1931
09: “Sir William Pepperrell” Feb 1931
10: “More of Sir Wm Pepperrell” Mar 1931
11: “The Old Bell Tavern” Apr 1931
12: “The Assembly House” May 1931
14: “Gov. Wentworth House” July 1931
15: “The Peter Livius House” Aug 1931
17: “The Old State House” Oct 1931
18: “Portsmouth in the 1750s” Nov 1931
19: “Col. Nathaniel Meserve” Dec 1931
20: “The Earl of Halifax Tavern” Jan 1932
21: “Mr George Meserve: Stamp Master” Feb 1932
22: “The Repeal of the Stamp Act” Mar 1932
23: “The Last Royal Governor: John Wentworth” Apr 1932
24: “The Governor’s Romance” May 1932
25: “Gen Jonathan Moulton of Hampton Town” Jun 1932
26: “Tobias Lear of Portsmouth” Jul 1932
27: “That Loyalist, Peter Livius” Aug 1932
28: “Portsmouth Tea Party” Sept 1932
29: “Paul Revere’s Ride to Portsmouth” Oct 1932
30: “The Sacking of Fort William and Mary” Nov 1932
31: “The Second Attack on Fort William and Mary” Dec 1932
32: “The Disposal of the King’s Powder” Jan 1933
33: “Election Day at the Portsmouth Plains” Feb 1933
34: “That Dare Devil Patriot, Capt Thomas Pickering” Mar 1933
35: “Trade and Traders in Portsmouth 1775” Apr 1933
36: “Mary Sparhawk, The Loyalist Lady” May 1933
37: “Downfall of the Royalist Government in NH” Jun 1933
38: “Capt. Moffat’s House on Market St” Jul 1933
40: “Stoodley’s Tavern” Nov 1933
41: “The Frigate Raleigh” Dec 1933
42: “Monsieur Jean Joseph Marie Toscan: Consul From France” Jan 1934
43: “NH In the Revolution” Feb 1934
44: “The Capture of HMS Ship Prince George” Mar 1934
45: “Mysterious Affairs of Col. George Boyd Esq.” Apr 1934
46: “Dr. Hall Jackson” May 1934
47: “The King’s Attorney, Mr Wyseman Claggett” Jun 1934
48: “Gov John Langdon’s Mansion” Jul 1934
49: “Le Chevalier John Paul Jones” Aug 1934
50: “When the French Fleet Came to Portsmouth” Sept 1934
51: “In the Days of the Privateers” Oct 1934
52: “The 74-Ship America” Nov 1934
53: “Early Printing in Portsmouth” Dec 1934
54: “When the Baron Came to Portsmouth” Jan 1935
59: “Molly Pitman’s Story” Nov 1935
61: Scrapbook of Beacon articles, 12930-1935

Box 26
Correspondence, Business: General. Chronological Order
Folder
01: 1930s – 1940s
02: 1930s (re maps: with Oscar Vaughan re Rumford map; with Harold Rundlett re Strawberry Banke map)
03: 1950s
04: 1960s
05: 1970s

Box 27
Correspondence, Business: Authors – Lenski, Lois
Folder
01: Biographical material
02: Bookmarks (printed, Lenski drawings)
03: Christmas Cards (printed, Lenski drawings)
04: Correspondence, 1938
05: Correspondence, 1939
06: Correspondence, 1940
07: Correspondence, 1941
08: Correspondence, 1942
09: Correspondence, 1943
10: Correspondence, 1944  
11: Correspondence, 1945  
12: Correspondence, 1946  
13: Correspondence, 1947  
14: Correspondence, 1948  
15: Correspondence, 1949  
16: Correspondence, 1950  
17: Correspondence, 1954  
18: Correspondence, n.d.  
19: Correspondence, other (with DMV about Lenski) 1943, 1985  
20: Photographs  
21: Printed matter (assorted, Lenski drawings, advertisements etc)  
24: Research notes – comment and explanation by archivist  
25: Research: Elizabethan Home Life  
26: Research: Emigration to America 1730-1774  
27: Research: Figureheads  
28: Research: Fishing, fishermen  
29: Research: Home Life  
30: Research: Home Life NH 1730, Londonderry-Henniker  
31: Research: Isles of Shoals  
32: Research: Lumbering  
33: Research: NE Amusements, Incidents  
34: Research: NE Child Life  
35: Research: NE Costume  
36: Research: NE Early Hardship – mostly Pilgrims  
37: Research: NE Early Houses  
38: Research: NE Early Trade  
39: Research: NE General Aspects, interpretation of  
40: Research: NE Indians I  
41: Research: NE Indians Help to English  
42: Research: NE Indians Mass 1620-30  
43: Research: NE Laws, Misdeeds  
44: Research: NE Mass Bay  
45: Research: NE Physical Aspects New World  
46: Research: NE Picture Material  

**Box 28**  
**Correspondence, Business: Authors, Lenski, Lois**  
Folder  
01: Research: NE Plymouth Pilgrims  
02: Research: NE Puritan Industries, Witchcraft  
03: Research: NE Puritan Speech  
04: Research: NE Religious Life  
05: Research: NE Sea Journey
06: Research: NE Servants
07: Research: Old England Christmas
08: Research: Old England Child Life, Games
09: Research: Old England Costumes, 16th and 17th C
10: Research: Old England Festivals and Amusements
11: Research: Old England General Industries
12: Research: Old England London Houses, Streets etc
13: Research: Old England vs. New England
14: Research: Old England Puritanism
15: Research: Ocean Born Mary
16: Research: Portsmouth NH
17: Research: Sea-Going, general
18: Research: Shipping, Ship Building

Box 29
Correspondence, Business: Authors, Roberts, Kenneth
Folder
01: Auction of estate (announcement, list of items, newspaper articles about)
02: Biographical Information, obituaries
03: Book Jackets
04: Book Order Forms
05: "Boon Island" correspondence re
06: Correspondence 1935-37
07: Correspondence 1938-58, n.d.
08: "Northwest Passage:" -- benefit book signings, 1937
09: "Northwest Passage:" movie -- correspondence etc.
10: "Northwest Passage:" role of Dorothy Vaughan
11: "Northwest Passage:" timeline by author
12: Photographs, autographed
13: Portrait of Elizabeth Browne
14: Publishing House correspondence with Vaughan re Roberts 1930s – 50s
15: Queries to Vaughan re Roberts 1960s – 80s
16: Reminiscences of Roberts by Vaughan
17: Review of "Boon Island" by Vaughan
18: "400 Songs for Boys in the Back Room"

Box 30
Correspondence, Business: Authors, various (alpha order)
Folder
01: Allen, Herbert. Topic: Dorothy Quincy Hancock. 19402
02: Barker, Shirley. Topic: various for historical novels set in NH. 1950s
03: Beck, Mrs Peter. Topic: Portsmouth houses. 1964
04: Brinton, Robert. Topic: US Postal History. 1930s, 40s
06: Collier, Virginia Mae. Topic: John Langdon. 1937
08: Duffe, Marcella. Topic: Colonial Home Life. 1940
09: Estes, Dr. J. Worth. Topic: Dr. Hall Jackson. 1944, 1970s
10: Ford, Margaret Randall. Topic: Sarah Farmer. 1942
11: Hall, Alvin. Topic: Sarah Haven Foster. 1987
13: Harris, Reginald W. Topic: Sir John Wentworth, Baronet. 1953
14: Haubrich, Alice Clark. Topic: Becky Langdon. 1966
17: Hugo-Brut, Prof Michael. Topic: Historic Portsmouth. 1957-65
26: Phelan, Brian. Topic: Portsmouth and the Seacoast Then and Now. 1995
29: Rundlett, Harold. Topic: Map of Strawberry Banke. See Vaughan correspondence, business re correspondence with purchasers, printers, distributors of this project.
30: Touchette, Joseph I. Topic: Tobias Lear. 1935-6
32: Wolfe, George D. Topic: Noted American Trials. 1953

Box 31
Correspondence, Business: Historical Research [queries to DMV in her capacity as librarian]. Chronological
Folder
01: 1930-1934
02: 1935-1939 [#1 of 2]
03: 1935-1939 [#2 of 2]
04: 1940-1944
05: 1945-1949
06: 1950s
07: 1960s
08: 1970s
Box 32
Correspondence, Business: Organizations A - G
Folder
01: Ass’n of Portsmouth Taxpayers. 1984-2000
02: Camp Langdon. (re tours, library etc). 1941-2
03: Chamber of Commerce Historic Associates. 1966-69
04: Girl Scouts. Admin info, Portsmouth Council. 1930s-40s
05: Girl Scouts. Attendance record, n.d.
06: Girl Scouts. Badge requirements, general. n.d.
07: Girl Scouts. Badge requirements, rocks. n.d.
08: Girl Scouts. Badges, supporting paperwork. 1930s?
09: Girl Scouts. Badges, papers by children fulfilling requirements for. 1940s?
10: Girl Scouts. Camp Piscataqua Brochure. 1936
11: Girl Scouts. Camp membership, transfer cards. 1930s-40s
12: Girl Scouts. Correspondence, official. 1929-47, n.d. [see also personal correspondence with Violet Hunt, English GS leader, filed with DMV’s personal correspondence]
13: Girl Scouts. Correspondence, Personal. 1929-46, n.d. [see also DMV’s correspondence with Violet Hunt, filed with personal correspondence]
14: Girl Scouts. Examination Cards. 1920s
15: Girl Scouts. Fundraising in Seacoast Area. 1920s
16: Girl Scouts. History of in Portsmouth, by DMV [notes]
17: Girl Scouts. Meeting Agendas. 1942-46
18: Girl Scouts. Minutes. 1923-28
19: Girl Scouts. Photo Album. 1920s
20: Girl Scouts. Photo Album. 1920s

Box 33
Correspondence, Business: Organizations G - M
Folder
01: Girl Scouts. Progress cards. 1930s
02: Girl Scouts. Progress cards. 1930s
03: Girl Scouts. Progress cards. 1930s
05: Girl Scouts. Registration Cards. 1940s
06: Girl Scouts. Registration Cards. 1940s
07: Girl Scouts. Registration Lists, forms. 1926-1947
08: Girl Scouts. Registration Lists, forms. 1939-46
09: Girl Scouts. Registrations. n.d.
10: Girl Scouts. Treasurer records. 1926-43
11: Girl Scouts: Songs, n.d.
12: Historic District Commission. 1930-77 [re saving Fernald House]
13: Historic District Commission. 1974-91
14: Historic Sites and Shrines Commission, NH Seacoast Regional Development Ass’n.
1957
15: Historical Preservation Committee. 1930s, n.d. [re saving Portsmouth Houses – lists etc]
16: Moffatt-Ladd House. 1950s-1990s [owned by DAR], #1 of 2
17: Moffatt-Ladd House. 1950s-1990s [owned by DAR], #2 of 2

Box 34
Correspondence, Business: Organizations, NH Constitution–NH Historical Commission
Folder
01: NH Constitution: Sesquicentennial Commission. 1938
02: NH Council: Small Business Administration Bicentennial Committee. 1975-6
03: NH Forestry & Recreation Commission [re Sullivan Bridge site]. 1951-2
04: NH Historical Commission. 1959-69
05: NH Historical Commission. 1970
06: NH Historical Commission. 1971-2
07: NH Historical Commission. 1973
08: NH Historical Commission. 1974
09: NH Historical Commission. 1977
10: NH Historical Commission. 1978
11: NH Historical Commission. 1979
12: NH Historical Commission. 1970s-1980s, assorted
13: NH Historical Commission. 1984
14: NH Historical Commission. 1985

Box 35
Correspondence, Business: Organizations, NH Library-NH SPNEA 1940
Folder
01: NH Historical Markers. [booklets] 1964, 1971
02: NH Library Commission. 1940-1954
03: NH Library Commission. 1955
05: NH Planning and Development Commission. 1949
06: NH War Record Committee. 1946-47
07: Piscataqua Pioneers, Portsmouth, NH. 1990
08: Portsmouth High School Class of 1922 reunions. 1970s-1990s
09: Portsmouth Historic Shipbuilding Committee. 1966
10: Portsmouth Public Library. 1928-1949
13: Society for Preservation of NE Antiquities [SPNEA]. 1940s
14: Society for Preservation of NE Antiquities [SPNEA]. 1940s
Box 36
Correspondence, Business: Organization NH SPNEA 1950 - NH Strawberry Banke
magazine articles about
Folder
01: Society for Preservation of NE Antiquities [SPNEA]. 1950s
04: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1950s
05: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1960
06: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1961
07: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1962
08: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1963
09: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1964
10: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1965
11: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1966
12: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1967
13: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1968
14: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1969
15: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1970s
16: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. 1980s-2000
17: Strawberry Banke: Correspondence. n.d.
19: Strawberry Banke: Magazine articles about. 1959, 1964

Box 37
Correspondence, Business: Organizations, Strawberry Banke - W.P.A
Folder
01: Strawberry Banke: Newsclippings re Vaughan’s involvement. 1960s-80s, n.d.
02: Strawberry Banke: Newsclippings general. 1958-60
03: Strawberry Banke: Old State House. 1950s, 60s, n.d.
04: Strawberry Banke: photographs. n.d.
06: Wentworth-Gardner & Tobias Lear Houses. Articles about by Vaughan. n.d.
10: Wentworth-Gardner & Tobias Lear Houses. Newsletter pertaining to DMV. 1990s
11: Wentworth-Gardner & Tobias Lear Houses. Newspaper clippings. 1920s-80s
14: W.P.A. correspondence. 1930s-1941
Box 38
Research, Biographical primary materials: A – C

The following 10 boxes contain primary documents acquired by Vaughan for her historical research. They are arranged alphabetically, but some (deeds etc) contain several surnames which are not noted on the folders. The number of items in each folder is indicated in parentheses.

Folder
01: Aldrich, Thomas Bailey. Correspondence. 1896, n.d. (2)
02: Appleton. Receipt. 1780 (1)
03: Austin. Deed. 1806 (1)
04: Balch. Pay receipts. 1781-2 (3)
05: Bell-Greenleaf. Articles of Agreement. 1819-32 (7)
06: Bell-Greenleaf. Deeds, indentures. 1807-37 (11)
07: Bell-Greenleaf. Estate settlement documents. 1761, 1815 (16)

NOTE: Distribution of the estate of Thomas Bell (n.d.) includes slaves

08: Bell-Greenleaf. Genealogical information. n.d. (5)
09: Bell-Greenleaf. Legal documents. 1821, 1894 (3)
10: Bell-Greenleaf. Letters. 1831-1868 (9)
11: Bell-Greenleaf. Plan of land plots. 1814 (1)
12: Bell-Greenleaf. Receipts. 1814-54 (4)
13: Bell-Greenleaf. Reminiscence. n.d. (1)
14: Bergin/Burgain. Account with Robert Traill SEE OVERSIZE Box 46
15: Bergin/Burgain. Accounts. 1751-1799 (9)
16: Bergin/Burgain. Diaries. 1834 (4)
17: Bergin/Burgain. Legal documents (deeds, wills etc). 1759-1814 (14)
19: [Burgin?] Account/memo book. 1768-1775 (1)
20: Bowles: Deed. 1875. (1)
21: Bradford, R. Naval Service Record. 1869-92 [includes citation from President of Venezuela and associated documents] 1869-1892
24: Brewster, David. Account book. 1763 (1)
25: Brewster, Lewis. Appointment as J.P. 1866 (1)
26: Brewster, Lewis. Diary. 1865 (1)
27: Bryant. Legal Documents (deeds, wills etc). 1736-1790 (17)
28: Burroughs, Rev. Charles. Baptisms by. 1811-58 (1)
29: Butler. Letter. 1843 (1)
30: Chandler. Receipt. 1790 (1)
31: Clark. Deed. 1776 (1)
32: Clement. Militia appointment 1786 SEE OVERSIZE Box 46
33: Cooke. Passport. 1860 SEE OVERSIZE Box 45
34: Coolidge. Bills, letters, legal documents. 1805-1855 (12)
35: Coolidge. Collection of signatures. n.d. (many small clippings)
36: Cotton. Deed, will. 1773-1778 (2)
Box 39
Research, Biographical primary materials: D – H
Folder
01: Davis. Accounts. 1798 (1)
02: Dockum. Receipt. 1825 (1)
03: Drown. Account book, receipt. 1806-7 (2)
04: Dwyer. Legal document. 1753 (1)
05: Eaton, Johathan (Master of Sloop Kingfisher) Pass. 1774 (1) [photocopy]
06: Everett. Letter. 1856 (1)
07: Fernald. Poem. 1867 (1)
08: Finlay, Hugh. Journal. 1773 (7 pg) [transcription]
09: Fletcher. Association membership. n.d. (1)
10: Floyd. Letters. 1830-40 (pgs 1-50) [transcription]
11: Floyd. Letters. 1830-40 (pgs 51-90) [transcription]
13: Goss. Poem. n.d. (1)
14: Gray. Letters. 1899-1900, n.d. (7)
15: Hale. Accounts. legal documents, letters. 1754-1798 (10)
17: Halliburton. Receipts, will. 1808-15 (3)
18: Halliburton. Genealogical information. n.d. (1)
19: Ham, Eli. Diary, photo. 1845 (2)
20: Harris. Deed. 1703 (1)
21: Hersey, George. Reminiscence. n.d. (27 pgs) [author born 1877]
22: Hill. Deeds. 1865, 1871 (2)
23: Hilton. Deed. 1828 (1)
25: Homans. Play. n.d. (6 pgs)
26: Homans, Phoebe. Letters to Daniel Rogers. 1805-1806 (22)
27: Homans, Phoebe. Letters to and from Daniel Rogers. 1805-1814 (21)
28: Huntington. Deeds. 1844 (2)

Box 40
Research, Biographical primary materials: I – K
Folder
01: Israel, Wm. Brochure. 190? (1) [re invention of brick lifting machine]
02: Jackson. Deeds. 1709, 1712 (2)
03: Jones. Memo, envelope. 1876 (2)
05: Keare. Deed. 1721 (1)
06: Keeler – see Salter
07: Keepers. Deeds. 1898-1907 (4)
08: Kilburn & Co. Ledgers SEE OVERSIZE Box 46, 47
09: Kilburn & Co. Letter book. 1906 (1)
10: Kilburn & Co. Letter book. 1906-7 (1)
12: Kimball. Receipt, militia appointment. 1782, 1848. (2)
13: Kittredge. Tax bill. 1848 (1)

Box 41
Research, Biographical primary materials: L – Salter, George
Folder
01: Ladd. List of real estate. C. 1865
02: Langden. Accounts, receipts etc. 1772-1808 (6)
04: Locke. Letters. 1887 (7) [from shipboard in Chile, Panama, Peru, Honolulu]
05: Locke. Letters. 1888-89 (4) [from shipboard in Honolulu, California, Panama]
06: Long, George. Will. 1847-8 (1)
07: Lynn. Deed, receipts, wills. 1847-77 (7)
08: Mather, Frances. List of local and national events. 1750s-1910
09: Martin. Deed. 1821 (1)
10. Mendrum. Deed. 1866 (1)
11: Meserve. Deed. 1766 (1)
12: Miller. Accounts, letters, receipts. 1817-81 (28)
13: Mowe. Indenture. 1807 SEE OVERSIZE Box 46
14: Neal. Deed. 1787 (1)
15: [Nearey?]. Diary. 1879 (1)
16: Neil. Letter. 1800 (1)
17: Parsons. Receipt. 1814 (1)
18: Peasley. S. Militia Appointment. 1811 SEE OVERSIZE Box 46
19: Peirce/Pierce. Accounts, receipts. 1752-1779 (5)
20: Penhallow. Deed. 1786 (1)
21: Peppercill. Receipt. 1747 (1)
22: Pickering. Deed. 1706 (1)
23: Pray. Deed. 1817 (1)
24: Quincy. Letter. 1809 (1)
25: Reding. Receipt. 1873 (1)
26: Rindge. Deed, bill of lading book. 1761-1770 (2)
27: Rogers. Letters. 1805-14. see Homans, Phoebe
28: Rowell. Letter, receipts. 1848-1926 (5)
29: Salter. Deeds. 1762-1870 (14)
30: Salter. Letters. 1820s-40s (4)
31: Salter. Poem, essay. n.d. (1)
32: Salter, George H. Letters. 1860-65 (7) [re Civil War]
33: Salter, George H. Letters. 1867-70s (4)

Box 42
Research, Biographical primary materials: Salter-Keeler – Treadwell, C
Folder
01: Salter-Keeler. Letters. 1840s, 1850s. (30)
02: Salter-Keeler. Letters. 1860s (10)
03: Salter-Keeler. Letters. 1870s, n.d. (35)
04: Seavey. Deed, poem. 1730, 1855 (2)
05: Shahpley. Share. 1822 (1)
06. Shaw. Genealogical information. n.d. [19th C hand] (1)
07: Sheafe. Accounts. n.d. (1)
08: Sherburne. Deeds, letters. 1734, 1827, n.d. (3)
09: Sise. Letters. 1882 (2)
10: Smith. Bills of lading. 1800. (2)
11: Smith, Oscar. Letter book. 1895-1901 (1)
12: Smith, Oscar. Ledger. 1898-1900 SEE OVERSIZE Box 45
13: Smith-Parker and Co. Letterbook. 1909 (1)
14: Smith, V. appointment as J.P. 1809 SEE OVERSIZE Box 46
15: Stevens. Deed. 1761 (1)
16: Sweetser. Receipt. 1851 (1)
17: Thompson. Duel challenge. 1824 (1) [photocopy]
18: Towle. Deed. 1781 (1)
19: Treadwell. Account books. 1785, 1813-14 (4)
20: Treadwell, Charles. Bills of sale, account of encounter with pirates. 1799 (3)
[photocopies]
21: Treadwell, Charles. Business documents. 1799-1830 (40)
SEE OVERSIZE Box 46
For account book for Schooner Phenix SEE OVERSIZE Box 46
24: Treadwell, Charles. Accounts etc re Schooner Fanny. 1802 (14 + 1 photocopy)
25: Treadwell, Charles. Accounts etc re Ship Magnet. 1802-04 (21 + 1 photocopy)
26: Treadwell, Charles. Accounts, letters re Sloop Amity. 1804 (11 + 1 photocopy)

Box 43
Research, Biographical Primary Materials: Treadwell, C – Tredick
Folder
01: Treadwell, Charles. Accounts, Bills of lading etc for Brig Washington. 1804 (30 + 2
photocopies)
02: Treadwell, Charles. Accounts, bills of lading etc for Brig Oliver Peabody. 1805 (28 +
1 photocopy)
03: Treadwell, Charles. Accounts, bills of lading etc for Ship Triumph. 1805 (4 + 1
photocopy)
04: Treadwell, Charles. Accounts etc for Ship Thomas Gordon. 1807-10 (50 = 1
photocopy)
05: Treadwell, Charles. Logbook for Privateer Harpy. Apr-Aug 1814 (1)
06: Treat Marble Works records, n.d. [19th C] (1 – bound and falling apart)
07: Tredick. Account book. 1832 (1)
08: Tredick. Account books. 1856, 1859 (2)
Box 44
Research, Biographical Primary Materials: Tredick – unidentified
Folder
01: Tredick. Account book. 1863-91 (1)
02: Tredick. Account book. 1868-9 (1)
03: Tredick. Account book. 1870-72 (1)
04: Tredick. Business documents. 1777-1905 (33)
05: Tredick. Diary. 1864 (1)
06: Tredick. Receipts – bills paid. 1888-89 (110)
07: Tredick. School memorabilia. 1818-93, n.d. (39)
08: Tredick. Suffrage newspapers addressed to Abbie Tredick. 1898, 1902, 1907 (3)
09: Tucker. Deeds. 1819-86 (4)
10: Upham. Letters. 1811 (2)
12: Waldron. Letter. n.d. (1)
13: Winslow. Deed. 1907 (1)
14: Vaughan. Deed, will. 1702, 1724 (2)
15: Wentworth. Deeds, receipt, family history. 1718-34, n.d. (8)
16: White, Joseph. Account book for Sloop El Carmen. 1813 (1)
17: Wilson, Isaiah. Account book for Ship Jean Ingelow. 1871 (1)
18: Wright, Thomas. Accounts for Schooner Judith. 1749 (2)
19: Unidentified Captain/owner. Account book for Ship Rufus. 1806 (1)
20: Unidentified. Day book/diary. 1914 (1)
21: Unidentified, illegible. 1720-1813, n.d. (10)

Box 45
[book wrapped and tied]: Research, Biographical Primary Materials.
OVERSIZE
Item
01: Smith, Oscar. Stratton Co Hay and Grain. Account book. 1902 (1)

Box 46
[large folder tied together]: Research, Biographical Primary Materials. OVERSIZE
Folder
01: Bergin. Accounts. 1754 (1)
02: Clement. Militia Appointment. 1786 (1)
03: Cooke. Passport and contents. 1860 (4)
04: Mowe. Indenture. 1807 (1)
05: Peasley. Militia Appointment. 1811 (1)
06: Smith. Appointment as J.P. 1809 (1)
07: Treadwell. Account book for Schooners Rising Sun and Phoenix. 1799-1800 (1)

Box 47
Research, Biographical Primary Materials OVERSIZE
Item
01: Kilburn. Transfer Ledger. 1903-04 (1)
**Box 48**

**Research, Covered Bridges**

Folder

01: File Guide
02: Album. 48 pg, 39 images (1)
03: Album. “Covered Bridges of Bygone Days” 41 pg, 85 images (1)
04: Album. “Covered Bridges of Bygone Days Vol II” 47 pg, 76 images (1)
05: Album. “Covered Bridges of Bygone Days Book III” 40 pg, 80 images (1)
06: Album. 15 pg [many blank], 41 images (1)
07: Album. “Covered Bridges of NH Collected by Dorothy M Vaughan” 7 pg, 10 images (1)

**Box 49**

**Research, Covered Bridges**

Folder

01: Album/scrapbook. 156 loose pages, various states.
02: Biographies of Bridge Builders.
03: Correspondence. 1933
04: Correspondence. 1934
05: Correspondence. 1935
06: Correspondence. 1936
07: Correspondence. 1937
08: Correspondence. 1938
09: Correspondence. 1939
10: Correspondence. 1940
11: Correspondence. 1941
12: Correspondence. 1942
13: Correspondence. Loose-leaf notebook contents. 1934-35
14: Histories of Covered Bridges, general.
15: Histories of Covered Bridges: ME, MA, NH, NY, VT
16: Lists of Covered Bridges, by state.
17: Newsletters. 1957, n.d.
18: Notes about Covered Bridges by DMV

**Box 50**

**Research, Covered Bridges.**

Folder

01: Photographs: MA
02: Photographs: ME
03: Photographs: NH
04: Photographs: VT
05: Postcards: MA
06: Postcards: ME
07: Postcards: NH
08: Postcards: VT
09: Printed Matter. “Maine Covered Bridges” 1932
10: Printed Matter. “ Fifteen Covered Bridges Still Standing in NH” 1939
11: Printed Matter. “ Covered Bridges of NH” 1942
13: Printed Matter. “ Covered Bridges of NH” 1944
14: Printed Matter. “ Covered Bridges of NH” 1945
15: Printed Matter. “ Covered Bridges of NH” 1945
16: Printed Matter. “ Covered Bridge Calendar” 1949

Box 51
Research, Maritime [see also Research, Biographical Primary Materials, where ship accounts etc are filed under the surname of the owner or captain.]
Folder
01: Barques, history
02: Clipper Ships, bibliography
03: Clipper Ships, biographies of shipbuilders
04: Clipper Ships, correspondence. 1934-61
05: Clipper Ships, histories
06: Clipper Ships, histories
07: Clipper Ships, history of Kittery Shipyard
08: Clipper Ships, lists (1800-54)
09: Clipper Ships, list [compiled by DMV, page for each ship with bibliographical source]
10: Masts
11: Portsmouth Marine Society
12: Portsmouth, Port of, Maritime Museum
13: Privateers, histories
14: Privateers, lists
15: Privateers, transcriptions of journals, accounts etc.
16: Ropewalks
17: Sailmaking
18: Schooners
19: Shipbuilders, shipbuilding
20: Shipcarvers [Woodbury Gerrish]

Box 52
Research, Maritime [see also Research, Biographical Primary Materials, where ship accounts etc are filed under the surname of the owner or captain.]
Folder
01: Ships by name A - D:
   Albacor
   Alice
   America
   Aurora
   Bennington
Calcutta
Chocorua
Dove
02: Ships by name E – G:
  Falkland
  Frank Jones
  Grandee
  Granite State
03: Ships by name H – M:
  Harmony
  Hartford
  John Langdon
  Judge Shaw
  Kearsarge
  Martha
  Mystic
04: Ships by Name N – P:
  Nightingale
  Paul Jones
  Piscataqua
05: Ships by Name Q - R:
  Raleigh
  Ranger
  Roanoke
06: Ships by Name S – T
  Simla
  Thresher
  Tuscarora
  Typhoon
07: Ships by Name U – Z
  Wasp
  William H Marcy
08: Ship traffic, port of Portsmouth. 1800 [transcribed from NH Gazette]
09: Steamships
10: Whaling
11: Wharfage

Box 53
Research, Military
Folder
01: Forts, general
02: Fort Constitution [Wm and Mary]
03: Fort Constitution [Wm and Mary]
04: Fort McClary
05: Fort Stark
06: Harbor Defense, WWII
07: Harbor Defense, WWII
08: Impressment
09: List of Troops deployed at various locations, 1815 [no names, just numbers]
10: Navy Yard, celebrations. 1891, 1923, 1937 [programs etc]
11: Navy Yard, celebrations. 1948, 1976 [programs etc]
12: Navy Yard, cemetery
13: Navy Yard, employee biographies. 19th – early 20th C
14: Navy Yard, employee handbook. 1952
15: Navy Yard, employee list. 19th – 20th C
16: Navy Yard, history of
17: Navy Yard, history of
18: Navy Yard, logbook. 1929-64

Box 54
Research, Military
Folder
01: Navy Yard, prison
02: Navy Yard, publications. “Portsmouth Periscope” scattered issues, 1948-76
03: Navy Yard, ships, lists of
04: Navy Yard, submarines
05: Navy Yard, WWI
06: Powder House
07: Russo-Japanese Peace Treaty [signed in Portsmouth NH 1909]
08: Russo-Japanese Peace Treaty [signed in Portsmouth NH 1909]
09: War Records Committee. 1946

Box 55
Research, Portrait Project
The first box (#55) contains correspondence about the project in general, exhibitions and talks Vaughan gave about the project, and her collection of information about painters. This is followed by 6 boxes of photographs and/or correspondence re specific portraits. They are arranged alphabetically by subject surname. For some, there is only correspondence, no photograph.
Folder
01: Correspondence. 1936-41
02: Correspondence. 1942-87, n.d.
03: Exhibitions, talks
04: Lists
05: Painters, general
06: Painters. Blackburn, Joseph
07: Painters. Blunt, John
08: Painters. Clark, Alfred
    Cole, Moses
09: Painters. Copley, John S
10: Painters. Copley, John S
11: Painters. D’Almaine, George
12: Painters. Feke, Robert
   Greenwood, John
13: Painters. Grundman, Otto
14: Painters. Harding
15: Painters, Johnston, William and Thomas
16: Painters. Morse, Samuel F.B.
17: Painters. Smibert, John
18: Painters. Tenney, Ulysses
   Towne, Langdon
   Trott, Benjamin
19: Painters. Trumbull, John
20: Painters. Whittredge, W.

Box 56
Research, Portrait Project: Individual portraits, Adams – Goodwin
The following 5 boxes contain information regarding the individual portraits
Vaughan planned to include. Most include a photograph of the portrait; when this is
not the case it is indicated by the notation “no photo.”
Folder
01: Adams, John
02: Adams, Nathaniel
03: Alden, Rev. Timothy
04: Appleton, Mr.
05: Atkinson, Hannah Wentworth (Mrs Theodore Sr.)
06: Atkinson, Theodore Jr.
07: Atkinson, Theodore Sr.
08: Badger, “Master” Samuel
09: Ball, Capt. John
10: Barrell, Ann Pierce (Mrs Joseph)
11: Barrell, Joseph
12: Barrell, Sarah Sayward (Mrs Nathaniel)
13: Barrois, William James and Wife
14: Bartlett, Ichabod [no photo]
15: Baumgarten. Countess [see also Rumford, Nogarola]
16: Belcher, Gov. Jonathan
17: Blunt, Edward March [no photo]
18: Blunt, Capt. George Frost
19: Boardman, Capt. George
20: Boardman, Langley
21: Bowers, Mary Sherburne (Mrs Jerathamael)
22: Boyd, Lendall G.S. [no photo]
23: Brewster, Charles
24: Brewster, Mary Gilman (Mrs Charles)
25: Browne, Rev. Arthur
26: Browne, Elizabeth (Mrs Arthur) [no photo]
27: Browne, Jane [no photo]
28: Buckminster, Joseph
29: Buckminster, Rev. Joseph Stevens
30: Burroughs, Rev. Charles
31: Claggett, Lettice Mitchell (Mrs Wyseman)
32: Clark, Benjamin [no photo]
33: Clark, Jane Pepperrell (Mrs Benjamin)
34. Clark, John [no photo]
35: Conner, Capt. Benjamin
36: Cotton, Leonard
37: Cotton, Martha Clarkson (Mrs Leonard)
38: Coues, Samuel Elliott
39: Craven, Tunis
40: Currier, Capt. Caleb
41: Cushman, Hon. Samuel
42: Cutter, A.R.
43: Cutts, Anne Holyoke (Mrs Samuel)
44: Cutts, Edward
45: Cutts, Capt. Samuel
46: Dame, Capt. George
47: Davenport, Mrs. John
48: Davis, Gen. Amasa
49: Dearborn, Benjamin
50: Dearborn, Henry [no photo]
51: Decatur, Stephen
52: Dockum, Samuel [no photo]
53: Eldridge, Capt. W.F.
54: Elwyn, Thomas and Alfred [no photos]
55: Emerson, Rev. John
56: Emery, Nicholas [no photo]
57: England, King George III of
58: England, Queen Caroline of
59: England, Queen Charlotte of
60: Eyre, John
61: Farmer, Sarah Jane
62: Fields, James T.
63: Flagg, Col. William [no photo]
64: Frost, Hon. John
65: Frost, Mary Pepperrell (Mrs John)
66: Gardner, Maj. William
67: Gibbs, Elizabeth [no photo]
68: Gilman, Gov. John Taylor [no photo]
69: Goodman, Gov, Ichabod
Box 57
Research, Portrait Project: Individual Portraits, Green – Lord
This box contains information regarding individual portraits Vaughan planned to include. Most include a photograph of the portrait; when this is not the case it is indicated by the notation “no photo.”
Folder
01: Green, Benjamin
02: Green, Margaret Peirce (Mrs Benjamin)
03: Greenleaf, Abner
04: Greenleaf sons: Franklin, James, Albert, Gardner, Abner (sons of Abner)
05: Hall, Hugh [no photo]
06: Hall, Sarah
07: Harris, Mary Macphedris Warner Conner (Mrs Theodore Jackson)
08: Harris, Capt Theodore Jackson
09: Hart, Hanson
10: Haven, Ann Woodward (Mrs John)
11: Haven, Emma Cullum (Mrs Henry)
12: Haven, George W. [no photo]
13: Haven, John
14: Haven, Mehitable Jane Livermore (Mrs Thomas)
15: Haven, Nathaniel Appleton [no photo]
16: Haven, Rev. Samuel
17: Haven, Sophia Henderson (Mrs William)
18: Haven, Thomas
19: Haven, William
20: Henderson, Hugh
21: Hill, Aaron
22: Hill, Elisha
23: Hill, Phoebe Jenkins (Mrs Aaron)
24: Horner, Jane Elizabeth Rundlet (Mrs Thatcher)
25: Hull, Ann McCurdy Hart (Mrs Isaac)
26: Hull, Isaac
27: Hurd, Benjamin
28: Hurd, Joseph [no photo]
29: Hutchings, Samuel [no photo]
30: Jackson, Dr. Hall
31: Jackson, Joseph [no photo]
32: Jaffrey [corresp re all – photos follow in individual folders]
33: Jaffrey, George I, II, III
34: Jaffrey, Lucy Winthrop (Mrs George III)
35: Janvrin, Elizabeth and John [no photos]
36: Jarvis, William
37: Johnson, Hannah Newman
38: Johnson, Jeremiah
39: Jones, Hon. Frank
40: Jones, Capt. John Paul [see also oversize]
41: Knowles, Sir Charles
42: Ladd, Abigail Hill (Mrs Eliphalet)
43: Ladd, Alexander [no photo]
44: Ladd, Eliphalet
45: Ladd, Henry [no photo]
46: Ladd, William
47: Langdon (correspondence re all; see individual photos following)
48: Langdon, Gov. John
49: Langdon, Sarah Sherburne (Mrs Woodbury)
50: Langdon, Woodbury
51: Larkin, Ann Jaffrey Wentworth (Mrs Samuel)
52: Larkin, Maj. Samuel
53: Lear, Benjamin Lincoln
54: Lear, Frances (Mrs Tobias?)
55: Lear, Col. Tobias
56: Little, Dr. Stephen
57: Livermore (correspondence re all; see individual photos following)
58: Livermore, Edward St. Loë
59: Livermore, Jane Browne
60: Livermore, Judge Samuel
61: Livius, Peter
62: Lord, Elizabeth Whiteridge (Mrs Samuel)

Box 58
Research, Portrait Project: Individual Portraits, MacDonough – Rundlet
This box contains information regarding individual portraits Vaughan planned to include. Most include a photograph of the portrait; when this is not the case it is indicated by the notation “no photo.”

Folder
01: MacDonough, Commodore Thomas
02: MacPhaclris, Sarah Wentworth (Mrs Archibald)
03: Manning, Capt. Thomas [no photo]
04: Mason, Jeremiah
05: Mason, Mary Means (Mrs Jeremiah)
06: May, Louisa Catherine Rundlet
07: Mitchell, Lettice [no photo]
08: Moffatt, Capt. John
09: Moffatt, Katherine Cutt (Mrs John)
10: Monroe, President James
11. Morrison, Mary Elizabeth Lord
12: Morse, Samuel F.S.B. [see also Portrait Project: Painters, Morse SFSB]
13: Native Americans [from Warner House murals]
14: Newmarch, Dorothy Pepperrell
15: Nichols, Ichabod
16: Nogarola, Countess Mary [see also Baumgarten, Rumford]
17: Ogden, Rev. John Cousens [no photo]
18: Orne, Capt James (or Benjamin?)
19: Parker, Rev. Nathan
20: Parker, Orlando [no photo]
21: Parker, Capt William
22: Parrott, Enoch Greenleaf
23: Parrott, John Fabyan
24: Parrott, Susan Parker (Mrs Enoch G.)
25: Parrott, William F.
26: Parry, Edward
27: Peabody, Andrew Preston [see also oversize]
28: Peacock [no photo]
29: Pearse, Stephen
30: Peirce, Daniel
31: Pemberton Children [no photo]
32: Pemberton, Mary
33: Pemberton, Samuel
34: Penhallow [no photo]
35: Pepperrell, All (correspondence re; also see individual portrait folders following)
36: Pepperrell, Andrew
37: Pepperrell Family (with Sir William)
38: Pepperrell, Jane Elliott (Mrs Andrew)
39: Pepperrell, Margery
40: Pepperrell, Lady Mary Hirst
41: Pepperrell, Sir William II and III
42: Pepperrell, William and Elizabeth
43: Philippe, Louis Duke of Orleans
44: Pickering, Charles K. [no photo]
45: Pickering, John
46: Pickering, William
47: Pierce, President Franklin
48: Pierce, Jane Appleton (Mrs Franklin)
49: Pike, Dr. Robert
50: Pitts, Elizabeth
51: Plaisted, Samuel [no photo]
52: Powell, Mary Gosse
53: Putnam, Rev. Israel
54: Randolph, Capt. [no photo]
55: Raynes, George
56: Rindge, John
57: Roberts, Edmund
58: Rogers, All [corresp re; see individual portrait folders following]
59: Rogers, Elizabeth Browne (Mrs Robert)
60: Rogers, George
61: Rogers, Maj. Robert
62: Rowell, Samuel [no photo]
63: Royall, Mrs Isaac
64: Royall, Mary and Elizabeth
65: Rumford, Count of [see also Baumgarten, Nogarola]
66: Rumford, Sarah, Countess of [see also Baumgarten, Nogarola]
67: Rundlet, John

Box 59
Research, Portrait Project: Individual Portraits, St.Loe – Warner
This box contains information regarding individual portraits Vaughan planned to include. Most include a photograph of the portrait; when this is not the case it is indicated by the notation “no photo.”
Folder
01: St. Loc, Mrs George
02: Salter, Benjamin
03: Salter, Henry
04: Salter, Capt. John
05: Salter, Maria Laure (?) (Mrs Henry)
06: Salter, Capt. Titus
07: Salter, Titus Jr. See Oversize box
08: Sandeman, Robert
09: Sayward, Judge Jonathan
10: Sayward, Sarah Mitchell (Mrs. Jonathan)
11: Scott, Capt. James [no photo]
12: Shattuck [no photo]
13: Shaw, Abraham
14: Shaw, Rebecca Sampson (Mrs Thomas)
15: Shaw, Capt Thomas Manning
16: Sheafe (correspondence re: all)
17: Sheafe, Jacob
18: Sheafe, Mary Quincy (Mrs Jacob)
19: Sheafe, Theodore
20: Sherburne (correspondence re: all)
21: Sherburne, Hon. Henry
22: Sherburne, John Henry
23: Sherburne, John Samuel
24: Sherburne, Judge Joseph
25: Shores, Eliza Pierce (Mrs James Foster)
26: Shores, James Foster
27: Shurtleff, Mary Atkinson (Mrs William)
28: Shurtleff, William
29: Sise [no photo]
30: Sparhawk, Nathaniel
31: Sparhawk, Samuel
32: [Spence], Robert Traill
33: Spry, Sir Richard
34: Stark, General John
35: Stickney, Henry Rolfe
36: Stiles, Rev. Ezra
37: Storer, Col. Clement
38: Sullivan, Major General John
39: Thaxter, Celia Leighton
40: Theodore, Charles, Elector of Bavaria [see also Rumford]
41: Thomas, Isaiah
42: Thompson, Thomas [no photo]
43: Toscan, Jean Joseph Marie
44: Treadwell, Capt. Charles
45: Treadwell, Mary Kelley Johnston
46: Trecothick [no photo]
47: Tredick, Benjamin [no photo]
48: Tredick, Jonathan March – see oversize
49: Tredick, Thomas
50: Tredick, Titus Salter [no photo]
51: Turner, Capt. George
52: Turner, Lucy Cutts (Mrs George)
53: Von Steuben, Baron
54: Waldron, Elizabeth Westbrook
55: Waldron, Nathaniel Sheafe
56: Waldron, Richard III
57: Waldron, Col. Thomas Westbrook
58: Warner (correspondence re: all) [see also ‘Native American,’ folder 13 in Box 58, for images from mural in Warner house]
59: Warner, Col. Jonathan
60: Warner, Mary MacPhaedris (Mrs Jonathan)
61: Warner, Nathaniel
62: Warner, Polly [Mary] (Mrs Samuel Sherburne)
63: Warner, Capt Samuel

Box 60
Research, Portrait Project: Individual Portraits, Warren – Yeaton, Unidentified
This box contains information regarding individual portraits Vaughan planned to include. Most include a photograph of the portrait; when this is not the case it is indicated by the notation “no photo.”
Folder
01: Warren, Sir Peter
02: Webster, Daniel
03: Webster, Grace Fletcher (Mrs Daniel)
04: Wendell, Hon. Jacob – see oversize box
05: Wendell, John
06: Wendell, Mehitable Rogers (Mrs Jacob) – see oversize box
07: Wentworth – correspondence re: all
08: Wentworth, Gov. Benning [see also oversize box]
09: Wentworth, Charles-Mary
10: Wentworth, Elizabeth (Mrs William Perkins)
11: Wentworth, Lady Frances Deering (Mrs John)
12: Wentworth, John see also oversize
13: Wentworth, Marchioness of
14: Wentworth, Martha Hilton (Mrs Benning) see also oversize
15: Wentworth, Mary Hall
16: Wentworth, Thomas
17: Whipple, Catherine Moffatt (Mrs William)
18: Whipple, Col. Joseph
19: Whipple, William
20: Wibird, Richard
21: Willard, Rev. Joseph
22: Wilson, Joseph [no photo]
23: Winship, Mary Knight
24: Winter, Joseph
25: Winter, Mary (Mrs Joseph)
26: Wood, Madam
27: Woodbury, Levi
28: Yeaton, Mary
29: unidentified (10)

Box 61
Research, Portrait Project: Individual Portraits, OVERSIZE
This box contains information regarding individual portraits Vaughan planned to include. Most include a photograph of the portrait; when this is not the case it is indicated by the notation “no photo.”
Folder
01: Jones, Capt. John Paul
02: Peabody, Andrew Preston
03: Salter, Capt. Titus
04: Salter, Titus Jr.
05: Tredick, Jonathan March
06: Wendell, Hon. Jacob
07: Wendell, Mehitable Rogers (Mrs Jacob)
08: Wentworth, Gov. Benning
09: Wentworth, Sir John
10: Wentworth, Martha Hilton (Mrs Benning)
11: Unidentified

Box 62
Personal Papers: Address books – Awards
Folder
01: Vaughan biographical information [see also Box 63, folders 11 & 12 for articles about DMV in books; box 65, folder 1 for newspaper articles about DMV]
02: Address book
03: Address books
04: Application for walking disability papers. 2000
05: Autobiographical writing
06: Autograph book. 1925
08: Awards: D.A.R. Award of Merit. 1955
09: Awards: Katharine Prentis Murphy Collector’s Award. 1964
11: Awards: NH Commission of the Status of Women “Unsung Heroine Award”. 1986
14: Awards: NH Preservation Alliance Preservation Achievement. 2002
15: Awards: NH, University of Honorary Degree. 1966
16: Awards: Pocket Gardens of Portsmouth, tour dedicated to DMV. 2001
17: Awards: Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year. 1982
18: Awards: Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce “Dr Dorothy Vaughan Night” 1999
20: Awards: Portsmouth Key to the City. 1999
21: Awards: Portsmouth Public Library “Dorothy Vaughan Room.” 1976
22: Awards: Portsmouth Rotary Club Lifetime Achievement Award. 1995
23: Awards: Union Leader Woman of the Year. 1987

Box 63
Personal Papers: Awards – Eye Surgery
Folder
01: Awards: Wentworth-Gardner and Tobias Lear Houses “Remembering Dorothy.” 2004
02: Awards: Wentworth-Gardner and Tobias Lear Houses Ass’n. 1990
03: Awards: White House Luncheon. 1968
04: Baby hair
05: Bank Account, NH Savings Bank. 1985-88
06: Bank Account, Piscataqua Savings Bank. 1990s-2002
07: Bequest: Edith K. Harris. 1956
08: Bequest: Harry R. Lowd. 1957
09: Birthday Date Book
10: Birthday Greetings, 80th Birthday [from Pres. Regan, Senators Humphrey and Rudman, Gov. Sununu]
11: Book, article about DMV: In Celebration of Women and Girls, Women’s Fund of NH. 1999
13: Calling Cards
14: Camera Guide [Brownie camera] 1925
15: Cemetery Records. Smith, Vaughan and Wilson plots in Blossom Hill Cemetery, Concord NH. 1911-82
16: Certificate of Librarianship, NH Library Ass’n. 1945
17: Christmas Cards sent by DMV
18: Clippings, unidentified sources, house interiors
19: Consulting Fee paid to DMV, Portsmouth Public Library. 1976
20: Correspondence and inquiries re courses. 1945-46
21: Correspondence course “Cataloging” at U. of Wisconsin. 1945-48
22: Deeds for 57 Merrimack St, Penacook NH. 1888-1974
23: Donations. 1941-2002
24: Drivers license, car registration. 1977-2004
25: Employment. Letters, recommendations, news articles. 1941-74
26: Engagement Calendar. 1952-4, 1984-5
27: Executrix, estate of Donald Vaughan. 1977
28: Executrix, estate of Mary W. Smith Vaughan. 1971-2
29: Eye Surgery [MA Eye & Ear Infirmary] 1971

Box 64
Personal Papers. F – NH
Folder
01: Financial: First Bancredit Corp. 1940
03: Financial: Receipts for paintings. 1980-91
04: Greely Survivor Autographs. 1884
05: Guest Book, Vaughan family. 1928-65
06: Insurance, car. 1985-7
07: Insurance, health, Metropolitan Life. 1940s-80s
08: Insurance, home, for York Beach ME house. 1940s-80s
09: Insurance, home, for Penacook NH house. 1970s
10: Insurance, home, for Portsmouth NH house. 1950s-2002
11: Insurance, hospitalization. 1947
12: Invitations, assorted. 1939-1992 [see also “Wedding invitations,” box 68 folder 13]
14: I.R.S. 1980-4
15: Jordan Marsh budget credit card. 1939
16: Journal of vacation. c. 1922
17: Journal. 1943
18: Lady Bird Johnson visit to Strawberry Banke, 1967
19: Letter register, WWII
20: “NH Crossroads” letter about, NHPTV. 1981
21: NH Public Library Commission Certificate [UNH]. 1931
22: NH, University of. Honorary PhD. 1966

Box 65
Personal Papers: Newspaper -- Organizations, P
Folder
01: Newspaper Clippings about DMV
02: Notary License. 1967
03: Organizations: Aldrich, Thomas Bailey Memorial. 1941-79
04: Organizations: American Library Ass’n. 1949
05: Organizations: American Red Cross. 1943, 1957
07: Organizations: Colonial Dames of America. 1950s-90s
08: Organizations: Daughters of American Revolution. 1925-99
09: Organizations: Girl Scouts. 1930-65
10: Organizations: League of NH Arts and Crafts. 1942
11: Organizations: Liberty Pole Ass’n. 1958
12: Organizations: Market Square Committee [Portsmouth]. 1977
13: Organizations: New England Historical Genealogical Society. 1940s-60s
15: Organizations: NH Library Ass’n. 1939-61
16: Organizations: Newcomen Society in North America. 1945-1990
17: Organizations: Piscataqua History Club. 1965-6, n.d.

Box 66
Personal Papers: Organizations, P – School
Folder
02: Organizations: Portsmouth Garden Club. 1966
03: Organizations: Portsmouth Historic Associates. 1974
04: Organizations: Portsmouth Historical Society. 1939-1962
05: Organizations: Portsmouth Hospital Guild. 1959-66
06: Organizations: Portsmouth Rotary Club. 1954-1998 [includes issues of newsletter
“The Log” re beginnings of Strawbery Banke]
07: Organizations: Society of Architectural Historians. 1966
08: Organizations: Society for Preservation of Covered Bridges. 1952-3
09: Organizations: Society for preservation of New England Antiquities. 1944-60
11: Organizations: U.S. Naval Institute. 1960
12: Organizations: Warner House Ass’n. 1940-1996
13: Organizations: Wentworth-Gardner Tobias Lear Houses Ass’n. 1990s
14: Organizations: Women Descendants Ancient and Honorable Artillery Co. 1960-61
15: Organizations: Women’s Patriotic League of Mass. 1917
16: Organizations: YWCA. 1951
17: Parking ticket. 1989
18: Pay stubs, Portsmouth Public Library. 1921-22
19: Pension receipts, NH Retirement System. 1991-95
20: Playbills, Programs. 1930s, 40s, n.d.
21: Poetry [saved by DMV]
22: Property Assessment, 202 Summer St Portsmouth. 1994
23: Real Estate – sale of 57 Merrimack St, Penacook NH. 1976-77
24: Real Estate – sale of 202 Summer St, Portsmouth NH. 1944
26: School memorabilia: Papers. 1916
27: School memorabilia: Papers. 1922
28: School memorabilia: Papers. n.d.
29: School memorabilia: Programs, report cards. 1912-22
Box 67
Personal Papers: Scrapbooks
Folder
01: Scrapbook. 1919-1922 [many loose items and newspaper clippings]
02: Scrapbook. 1920-30 [many newspaper clippings, some loose items]
03: Scrapbook. “95th Birthday.” Pgs 1-20. 1999

Box 68
Personal Papers: Scrapbooks – York Beach Cottage
Folder
02: Scrapbook. Poetry, pictures. n.d. [newspaper clippings, some loose items]
03: Silhouette. [not identified; of DMV?] n.d.
04: Social Security Administration. 1970
05: Speaking engagements. 1973-1993
06: Stationary, DMV at Portsmouth Library.
07: Stocks. [Gerber, Tambrands] 1980s, 90s
08: Tax, income. 1979, 1994
09: Tax, poll. 1938-43; 1946; 1948; 1950-54
10: Tax, water and sewer. 1973-76
11: Tour guide, city of Portsmouth [DMV’s job as]. 1922
12: Voter Certification, Portsmouth. 1940
13: Wedding invitations. 1930s-1990s, n.d. [see also “Invitations” Box 64, folder 13]
14: Wentworth-Gardner House Charitable Remainder Trust. 1994
15: Will. 1998
16: York Beach Cottage. 1930s-2001 [largely financial matters]

Box 69
Family Papers: Gage, Addison and family. [DMV’s maternal great uncle, from Penacook NH]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
01: Gage, Addison. Biographical information
02: Gage, Addison. Business papers [bills, receipts etc]. 1888-1901
03: Gage, Addison. Correspondence from Lizzie Driscoll. 1892-5
04: Gage, Addison. Correspondence, memorabilia from Edward Gage [Addison’s brother]. 1880-82, 1896
05: Gage, Addison. Correspondence, memorabilia from H.E. Gage. 1882-87
06: Gage, Addison. Correspondence, misc. 1870s-90s
07: Gage, Addison. Day Book. 1889
08: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia: Autograph book. 1875
09: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia: Autograph book. 1884
11: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia: Dance cards, invitations. 1880s, 1890s
12: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, clubs. Horace Chase Lodge No. 2. 1890s-1911
13: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies: Boscawen Hose Co #2. 1897-8
14: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies: Cataract Engine Co #3. 1890s

Box 70
Family Papers: Gage, Addison and family. [DMV’s maternal great uncle, from Penacook NH]

The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
01: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies: Goodwill Hose Co #3. 1891, 93
02: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies: Hook & Ladder Co #1. 1890s
03: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies: N.S. Bean Co #4. 1890, n.d.
04: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies: Pioneer Steam Co #3. 1890
05: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies: Torrent Hose #1. Constitution, poem 1873, 1880, 1884, 1897
06: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies. Torrent Hose #1. correspondence 1881-95
07: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies: Torrent Hose #1. photographs n.d.
08: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies: Torrent Hose #1. Programs, tickets. 1875-1900
09: Gage, Addison. Memorabilia, Fire Companies: Torrent Hose #1. Programs, tickets. 1890s
10: Gage, Addison. Papers found in wallet. 1881-95

Box 71
Family Papers: Mansfield/Wilson families. [DMV’s maternal great aunts and uncles, some from Penacook NH]

The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
01: Mansfield, Chastina. Calling card. n.d.
02: Mansfield, Chastina. Correspondence. 1838-56
03: Wilson, Mary Jane Mansfield. Correspondence from Nancy Mansfield Gage. 1840s, n.d.
04: Wilson, Mary Jane Mansfield. Correspondence. 1855
05: Wilson, Mary Jane Mansfield. Photographs n.d.
07: Wilson, T.O. and Mary Jane Mansfield. Correspondence from Lucy Mansfield [re death of Chastina] 1856
08: Wilson, T.O. and Mary Jane Mansfield. Correspondence from Edmund Bickwell re
Lucy’s illness. 1857
09: Wilson, T.O. and Mary Jane Mansfield. Correspondence from Betsey Jenkins Mansfield, n.d.
12: Wilson, T.O. photographs n.d.
14: Wilson, T.O., home of in Penacook NH. Photograph, n.d.

Box 72
Family Papers: Smith/Morse Family – Smith, Amelia Morse (Mrs Levi Smith)
[DMV’s maternal great grandmother].

The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.

Folder:
01: Morse family. Biographical Information: Morse family Bible pages.
02: Smith, Amelia Morse. Correspondence. 1840s-90s
03: Smith, Amelia Morse. Correspondence. 1840s-90s
04: Smith, Amelia Morse. Correspondence. 1840s-90s
05: Smith, Amelia Morse. Correspondence from Jerusha Morse, Bristol NH. [Amelia’s mother] 1871-76
06: Smith, Amelia Morse. Correspondence from siblings. 1840s-1905
07: Smith, Amelia Morse. Correspondence from grandchildren. 1901-05
08: Smith, Amelia Morse. Diary. 1876
09: Smith, Amelia Morse. Misc papers, memorabilia. Includes some biographical/genealogical information.
10: Smith, Amelia Morse. School papers. n.d.
11: Smith, Amelia Morse. Photograph [tintype]
12: Smith, Amelia Morse. Photographs
13: Smith, Amelia Morse. Photographs
14: Smith, Amelia Morse and sons Charles and Oscar. Photograph [cased daguerreotype]
15: Smith, Amelia Morse and Levi Morse. Photograph [cased daguerreotype]

Box 73
Family Papers: Smith Family – Smith, Julia Gage (Mrs Oscar Smith) [DMV’s maternal grandmother]

The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.

Folder
01: Smith, Julia Gage. Biographical Information.
02: Smith, Julia Gage. Business papers (bills, insurance documents, receipts etc) 1908-35
03: Smith, Julia Gage. Correspondence. 1884-1938
04: Smith, Julia Gage. Correspondence. 1884-1938
05: Smith, Julia Gage. Correspondence. 1884-1938
06: Smith, Julia Gage. Correspondence, postcards. C. 1920-40s
07: [Smith, Julia Gage]. Daybook. 1930s
08: Smith, Julia Gage. Memorabilia – book of Psalms. 1864

Box 74
Family Papers: Smith Family – Smith, Julia Gage (Mrs Oscar Smith) [DMV’s maternal grandmother]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder:
01: Smith, Julia Gage. Memorabilia – greeting cards, Christmas.
02: Smith, Julia Gage. Memorabilia – greeting cards, Christmas.
03: Smith, Julia Gage. Memorabilia – invitations. 1901-34
04: Smith, Julia Gage. Personal papers re school, family etc. Includes some genealogical information.
05: Smith, Julia Gage. Photographs, assorted.
06: Smith, Julia Gage. Photographs, cased ambrotypes
07: Smith, Julia Gage. Photographs, card mounted
08: Smith, Julia Gage. Photographs, cartes de visite
09: Smith, Julia Gage. Photographs of family, card mounted
10: Smith, Julia Gage. Photograph of home of [57 Merrimack St, Penacook NH]. Card mounted

Box 75
Family Papers: Smith Family – Smith, Rev. Levi (married to Amelia Morse) [DMV’s great grandfather]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder:
01: Smith, Rev. Levi. Biographical information
02: Smith, Rev. Levi. Account book. 1864-76
03: Smith, Rev. Levi. Correspondence, assorted. 1840s-70s
04: Smith, Rev. Levi. Correspondence, children. With son Oscar Smith. 1860s-70s
05: Smith, Rev. Levi. Correspondence, family, various. 1840s-70s
06: Smith, Rev. Levi. Correspondence, siblings. With brother and sister-in-law, Francis and Permelia Smith. 1840s-90s
08: Smith, Rev. Levi. Correspondence, siblings. With brother, Rufus Smith. 1870s
09: Smith, Rev. Levi. Correspondence, other – re Dannemora NY Prison. 1871-74 [photocopies; originals sent to Fineberg Library, SUNY Plattsburgh
12: Smith, Rev. Levi. Insurance policies [property in W Plattsburgh NH] 1850s, 60s
Box 76
Family Papers: Smith Family – Smith, Rev. Levi (married to Amelia Morse)
[DMV’s maternal great grandfather]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
02: Smith, Rev. Levi. Ledger, Baptist Church Society (of New York) 1854-63
Sent to Benjamin F Fineberg Library, SUNY Plattsburgh NY 4/09
03: Smith, Rev. Levi. Marriages performed by, NY and VT, 1840s-70s
Sent to Benjamin F Fineberg Library, SUNY Plattsburgh NY 4/09; photocopies of VT materials sent to VT Historical Society 4/09
04: Smith, Rev. Levi. Certificates of marriages performed by in NY, 1850s-79s
Sent to Benjamin F Fineberg Library, SUNY Plattsburgh NY 4/09
05: Smith, Rev. Levi. Personal papers, memorabilia. 1840s-70s
06: Smith, Rev. Levi. Photograph of Baptist Church, Morrsionville NY
07: Smith, Rev. Levi. Photographs of Smith and his family.
08: Smith, Rev. Levi. Photographs of Smith farmstead.
09: Smith, Rev. Levi. School Commissioner documents
Sent to Benjamin F Fineberg Library, SUNY Plattsburgh NY 4/09

Box 77
Family Papers: Smith Family – Smith Rev. Levi (married to Amelia Morse)
[DMV’s maternal great grandfather]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder:
01: Smith, Rev. Levi. Record book, VT Baptist Ass’n. 1843-52
Sent to VT Historical Society 4/09
02: Smith, Rev. Levi. Sabbath School Questions. 1869
03: Smith, Rev. Levi. Sermons
04: Smith, Rev. Levi. Sermons
05: Smith, Rev. Levi. Sermons
06: Smith, Rev. Levi. Sermons
07: Smith, Rev. Levi. Sermons
08: Smith, Rev. Levi and Amelia. OVERSIZED FOLDER
Levi Smith, New Hampton NH Theological Institute diploma/certificate 1840
Amelia Smith, American and Foreign Bible Society membership 1849
Amelia Smith, Levi Smith (two for him, one for her) American Baptist Missionary Union Life Memberships – his 1848 and 1849; hers 1854
Amelia Smith, Levi Smith (one each) American Baptist Home Mission Society life memberships 1855
Box 78
Family Papers: Smith Family – Smith, Oscar E. (married to Julia Gage)
[DMV’s maternal grandfather]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and
ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
01: Smith, Oscar E. Biographical information
02: Smith, Oscar E. Business papers (bills, receipts etc). 1875-1910
03: Smith, Oscar E. Business (cancelled checks) 1910
04: Smith, Oscar E. Business (cancelled checks) 1911
05: Smith, Oscar E. Correspondence. 1864-1909
05A: Smith, Oscar E. Correspondence to sister Julia. 1870s-80s
06: Smith, Oscar E. Memorabilia [family records, school papers etc]
07: Smith, Oscar E. Photographs, card mounted
08: Smith, Oscar E. Photographs – cased ambrotype
09: Smith, Oscar E. and Julia. Photographs
10: Smith, Oscar E. and Julia. Photographs, card mounted
11: Smith, Oscar E. and Julia. Photograph – passepartout [glass-covered]
12: Smith, Oscar E., Julia and daughter. Photograph, card mounted
13: Smith, Oscar E and Julia, home of [57 Merrimack St, Penacook NH]
14: Smith, Oscar E. Photograph, business of [WH Kilburn Flour & Grain, Portsmouth
NH]

Box 79
Family Papers: Vaughan Family – Vaughan, Donald [DMV’s brother]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and
ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
01: Vaughan, Donald. Biographical information [see also box 79 folder 19 “memorabilia,
WWII”]
02: Vaughan, Donald. Account book. 1958-69
03: Vaughan, Donald. Correspondence, assorted. 1920s
04: Vaughan, Donald. Correspondence, assorted [in Italian]. 1940s
05: Vaughan, Donald. Correspondence, assorted. 1930s-60s
06: Vaughan, Donald. Correspondence, assorted greeting cards.
07: Vaughan, Donald. Correspondence, family, from brother Oscar. 1920s-70s
08: Vaughan, Donald. Correspondence, family, from parents. 1943
09: Vaughan, Donald. Correspondence, postcards
10: Vaughan, Donald. Memorabilia. Address book
11: Vaughan, Donald. Memorabilia. Army newsmagazine. 1943
12: Vaughan, Donald. Memorabilia. Christmas cards
13: Vaughan, Donald. Memorabilia. Invitations. 1948
14: Vaughan, Donald. Memorabilia. Music performances, non-church. 1930s-60s, n.d.
[see also box 80 folder 2, organizations, choir/organ guilds and box 80 folder 5,
personal papers, career as organist]
16: Vaughan, Donald. Memorabilia. Music: songbook, UNH. 1928
17: Vaughan, Donald. Memorabilia. School. 1920s-30s
18: Vaughan, Donald. Memorabilia. Stamps, 1st day covers. 1966, 1976
19: Vaughan, Donald. Memorabilia. WWII. [pamphlet] 15th Air Force Service Command, 41st Air Depot Group “Service Award of Merit” [details the activities and personnel in the unit. Includes photos.]

Box 80: Family Papers: Vaughan Family – Vaughan, Donald [DMV’s brother]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
01: Vaughan, Donald. Organizations. Boy Scouts. 1919
02: Vaughan, Donald. Organizations. Choir/organ guilds. 1940s-60s [see also box 79
   folder 15: memorabilia, music performances]
03: Vaughan, Donald. Organizations. Masons – St. John’s Lodge 1940s, n.d.
04: Vaughan, Donald. Organizations. Newcomen Society. 1940s-70s
05: Vaughan, Donald. Personal Papers re: career as organist. 1930s-70s
06: Vaughan, Donald. Personal Papers, financial. 1960s-70s
07: Vaughan, Donald. Personal Papers, WWII service. 1942-48
08: Vaughan, Donald. Photographs, albums. WWII [in three parts]
09: Vaughan, Donald. Photographs, childhood
10: Vaughan, Donald. Photographs, friends and family
11: Vaughan, Donald. Photographs, musician [at organ]
12: Vaughan, Donald. Photographs, portraits, formal.
13: Vaughan, Donald. Scrapbook – autographs

Box 81: Family Papers: Vaughan Family – Vaughan, Mary Smith (married to
Raymon Vaughan) [DMV’s mother]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
01: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Biographical information
02: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, assorted non-family. c. 1900-1960
03: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, assorted non-family. 1907-57
04: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, assorted non-family. 1917-70
05: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, assorted non-family. 1930s, 40s
06: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, assorted non-family. 1930s-50s
07: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, assorted non-family. 1930s-50s
08: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, assorted non-family. 1940s-60s
09: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, assorted non-family. 1940s-60s
10: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, business. 1920s-60s
11: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, business – American Historical Society.
   1930s
Box 82

Family Papers: Vaughan Family -- Vaughan, Mary Smith (married to Raymon Vaughan) [DMV’s mother]

The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.

Folder
01: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, business – genealogy. 1920s, 30s
02: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, business – genealogy. 1920s, 30s
03: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, business – genealogy. 1920s, 30s
04: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Donald. 1924-37
05: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Donald. 1924-37
06: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Donald. 1942-3 [WWII – in Africa, Italy]
07: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Donald. 1944 [WWII, Italy]
08: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Donald. 1945 [WWII, Italy]
09: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Donald. 1945 [WWII, US]
10: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Donald. n.d.
11: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Dorothy. 1920s, 30s
12: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Dorothy. n.d.
13: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Dorothy. n.d.

Box 83

Family Papers: Vaughan Family -- Vaughan, Mary Smith (married to Raymon Vaughan) [DMV’s mother]

The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.

Folder
01: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Grace Ford (Mrs Oscar) Vaughan. 1938-46
02: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar. 1921-28
03: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar. 1938
04: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar. 1939
05: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar. 1940s
06: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar. 1950s-70s
07: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar. n.d.
08: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar and Grace. 1939-41
09: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar and Grace. 1942
10: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar and Grace. 1943-48
11: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar and Grace. 1943-48
12: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, children: Oscar and Grace. n.d.
Box 84
Family Papers: Vaughan Family – Vaughan, Mary Smith (married to Raymon Vaughan) [DMV’s mother]

The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.

Folder
01: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: assorted. 19teens-60s
02: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: assorted. 19teens-70s
03: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: assorted. 1890s-1950s
04: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: cousin, Ione Vaughan Cowell. 1930s-50s
05: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: cousin, Zella Lof. 1930s, 40s
06: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: husband, Raymon. 1930s, n.d.
07: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: mother, Julia Gage Smith. 1910s-20s
08: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: mother-in-law, Ellen Parsons Vaughan. 1890s-19teens
09: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: sister, Cora Smith. 1920s-40s
10: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: sister-in-law, Julia Smith Vaughan. 1930s-40s, n.d. [incoming]
11: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, family: sister-in-law, Julia Smith Vaughan. 1900-41 [outgoing]
13: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, postcards
14: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Correspondence, postcards

Box 85
Family Papers: Vaughan Family – Vaughan, Mary Smith (married to Raymon Vaughan) [DMV’s mother]

The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.

Folder
01: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: address books
02: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: bank books. 1948-70
03: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: calling cards
04: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: commendation, Portsmouth Atheneum. 1962
05: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: greeting cards sent by
06: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: guest book. 1918-24
07: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: invitations. 1911-42
08: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: school papers. 1890-93
09: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: school papers. 1894-98
10: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: school papers. 1897
11: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: school papers. 1898
12: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: school papers. 1899
14: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: stamps
15: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: tickets, programs, etc.
17: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Memorabilia: WWII ration books. 1940s
18: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Personal papers re death. 1970
19: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Personal papers: receipts. 1902-70
20: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Photographs: albums. (2) late 19th – early 20th C

Box 86
Family Papers: Vaughan Family – Vaughan, Mary Smith (married to Raymon Vaughan) [DMV’s mother]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
01: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Photographs: albums.
02: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Photographs
03: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Photographs, card-mounted
04: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Photographs, card-mounted
05: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Photographs, card-mounted: of York Beach ME
06: Vaughan, Mary Smith. Photographs, tintypes

Box 87: Family Papers: Vaughan Family – Vaughan Oscar L. (married to Grace Ford) [DMV’s brother]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
01: Vaughan, Oscar L. Biographical information
02: Vaughan, Oscar L. Correspondence. 19teens-50s
03: Vaughan, Oscar L. Correspondence: postcards
04: Vaughan, Oscar L. Memorabilia: greeting cards
05: Vaughan, Oscar L. Memorabilia: music performances.1920s-60s
06: Vaughan, Oscar L. Memorabilia: school. 1920s-30s
07: Vaughan, Oscar L. Memorabilia: prayer book
08: Vaughan, Oscar L. Personal papers. 1930s-60s
09: Vaughan, Oscar L. Photographs
10: Vaughan, Oscar L. Photographs with family, friends
11: Vaughan, Oscar L. Sketches

Box 88: Family Papers: Vaughan Family – Vaughan, Raymon S (married to Mary Smith) [DMV’s father]
The family papers contain primary documents relating to Vaughan’s relatives and ancestors. They are arranged alphabetically by surname.
Folder
01: Vaughan, Raymon S. Biographical information
02: Vaughan, Raymon S. Correspondence re baseball. 1924
03: Vaughan, Raymon S. Correspondence, business. 1930s-50s
04: Vaughan, Raymon S. Correspondence, family and friends.1900-50s
05: Vaughan, Raymon S. Correspondence, family (with his mother Ellen Vaughan) [postcards] 1905-8
06: Vaughan, Raymon S. Correspondence, greeting cards
07: Vaughan, Raymon S. Correspondence, postcards
08: Vaughan, Raymon S. Memorabilia re ancestors [transfer Rodney Vaughan’s GAR post membership w/record of Civil War service; receipt for dog] 1892-3
09: Vaughan, Raymon S. Memorabilia: Bible
10: Vaughan, Raymon S. Memorabilia: calendar, multi-year
11: Vaughan, Raymon S. Memorabilia: school 1892-5
12: Vaughan, Raymon S. Memorabilia: school papers 1890-93
13: Vaughan, Raymon S. Personal papers: business, financial 19teens-50s
14: Vaughan, Raymon S. Personal papers: legal documents 1930s
15: Vaughan, Raymon S. Photographs
16: Vaughan, Raymon S. Photographs, family – card mounted
17: Vaughan, Raymon S. Photographs, family – tintypes
18: Vaughan, Raymon S. Scrapbook of trade cards

Box 89
Family Papers: Vaughan family genealogical information [correspondence, notes, worksheets compiled and gathered by Dorothy Vaughan and her mother, Mary Smith Vaughan]
Folder
01: Assorted genealogical information “Ancestral Tablets” [bound]
02: Assorted genealogical information bound mss volume, arranged by surname. The approx. 100 names in the book are not in alphabetical order. There is a typed alpha list of them inside the folder, with pages on which they appear.
03: Assorted genealogical information, 2 mss notebooks
04: Assorted genealogical information, mixed references [correspondence, notes etc]
05: Genealogical information: Gage
06: Genealogical information: Manley
07: Genealogical information: Mansfield
08: Genealogical information: Parsons
09: Genealogical information: Vaughan
10: Genealogical information: Vaughan
11: Genealogical information: Vaughan [correspondence of DMV’s mother re Vaughan family history]
12: Genealogical information: Vaughan and royalty

Box 90
Family Photographs: Dorothy Vaughan’s photos of family, friends and herself.
Folder
01: Groups, family 1904-1910
02: Groups, family 1904-1910
03: Groups, family 19teens
04: Groups, family n.d. [19teens?]  
05: Groups, family 1920s
06: Groups, family n.d. [1920s?]
07: Groups, family and friends 1921-25 [album]
08: Groups, friends 1920s
09: Groups, friends n.d. [1920s?]
10: Groups, family 1930s
11: Groups, family 1940s
12: Groups, family n.d. [1930s, 40s?]
13: Groups, friends n.d. [1930s, 40s?]
14: Groups, family 1950s
15: Groups, family n.d. [1950s-60s?]
16: Groups, friends 1980s
17: Groups, friends 1990s
18: Groups, friends 1990s
19: Groups, friends 2000s
20: Groups, professional 1960s-80s
21: Groups, professional n.d.
22: Places, York Beach ME cottage
23: Portraits (of DMV) 1904-1910
24: Portraits (of DMV) 1904-1910
25: Portraits (of DMV) n.d. [19teens?]

Box 91
Family Photographs: Dorothy Vaughan’s photos of family, friends and herself.
Folder
01: Portraits (of DMV) 1920s
02: Portraits (of DMV) n.d. [1920s?]  
03: Portraits (of DMV) n.d. [1920s?]
04: Portraits (of DMV) 1930s
05: Portraits (of DMV) n.d. [1930s?]
06: Portraits (of DMV) 1940s
07: Portraits (of DMV) n.d. [1940s?]
08: Portraits (of DMV) 1950s
09: Portraits (of DMV) 1960s
10: Portraits (of DMV) n.d. [1960s?]
11: Portraits (of DMV) 1970s
12: Portraits (of DMV) 1980s
13: Portraits (of DMV) n.d. [1970s, 80s?]  
14: Portraits (of DMV) 1990s
15: Portraits (of DMV) 2000s
16: Portraits (of DMV) n.d. [1990s, 2000s?]

Box 92
Family Photographs: Dorothy Vaughan’s photos of family, friends and herself.
OVERSIZE BOX
Item/folder
01: Album: Smith, Vaughan, Morse, Gage images. 19th century
02: Album: Donald Vaughan’s images. 1940s
03: Album: Oscar Vaughan’s images 1940s
Dorothy M Vaughan Collection: Part III, Ephemera and photographs

Ephemera

The approximately 500 items in DMV’s collection of brochures, guides, maps, programs etc were incorporated into the Historical Society’s larger ephemera collection. Each item received the DMV accession number [2004.031].

Photographs – overview

Photographs of her family members and places associated with them follow each individual’s papers; those of DMV follow her papers. Both are in Part II of the collection [see finding aid above].

DMV’s very large [approx 800 items] collection of paper images of NH places have been filed in the appropriate town files; there is an especially rich collection of Portsmouth images. Each image received the DMV accession number.

Slides and tintypes are at the end of the Vaughan Mss collection, labeled part III. A more complete description of this material follows below.

Other formats (cased images, card portraits of unidentified people from NH Studios, lantern slides, glass-plate negatives, stereographs) which the Society stores together have been boxed separately and is stored with like formats. See lists below for item-level descriptions.

Cased photographs: 20 items
Card Photo Portraits, NH Studios: 2 boxes
Lantern Slides: 2 boxes
Negatives (glass plate and celluloid): 3 boxes
Opalotype: 1 box containing one item
Stereographs (91 images) have been integrated into the stereograph files

Part III, Photographs:

Slides and Tintypes have been placed at the end of the Vaughan Mss collection

Box 94, Slides:

NH, not Portsmouth
Concord (8)
Hooksett (3)
Newcastle (2)

Portsmouth
Cemeteries and graves (2)
General scenes, from water (7)
Houses, Aldrich (8)
Houses, Assembly (2)
Houses, Custom (3)
Houses, Goodwin (4)
Houses, Jackson (3)
Houses, John Paul Jones (7)
Houses, Langdon (1)
Houses, Lear (1)
Houses, Meeting (8)
Houses, Moffatt-Ladd (19)
Houses, Nutter-Rymes (3)
Houses, Oracle (1)
Houses, Rice (3)
Houses, Shaw (1)
Houses, Traill-Spencer (1)
Houses, Tredick (1)
Houses, Warner (1)
Houses, Webster (4)
Houses, Wentworth (3)
Navy Yard (5)
Public Library (4)
Powder House (1)
Rockingham Hotel (1)
South Mill Pond (3)
Strawberry Banke (18)
Streets, unidentified/general (49)
Streets, Atkinson (3)
Streets, Bow (4)
Streets, Charles (2)
Streets, Congress (1)
Streets, Court (1)
Streets, Hancock (2)
Streets, Islington (3)
Streets, Jefferson (4)
Streets, Ladd/High (9)
Streets, Liberty (1)
Streets, Livermore (1)
Streets, Manning (1)
Streets, Market Square (4)
Streets, Middle (8)
Streets, Turner Court (1)
Streets, Washington (7)

Box 95, Tintypes
34 unidentified people

Photographs in Part III stored with like formats in Society (not adjacent to other materials in Vaughan Collection, but identified as such elsewhere):

Cased Photographs, Vaughan Collection:
There are 20 ambrotypes, daguerrotypes and tintypes of individuals, almost all in hinged cases. Some have lost the case but retain the decorative photo surround and glass cover. Item-level list:

The first 11 retain a small scrap of paper with identifying information which has been copied onto the envelope and is listed below, the rest are unidentified.
1. Daniel ___ and Lucy ___ Dames, age 31 and 34. Taken by ______ ______ at Plymouth [?] June 9th, 1860.
2. Grandfather Folsom (Nath'l) gr. father of Frances & Helen Tredick
3. Grandfather Folsom, Nathaniel Folsom. 1782-1866
4. Anna Mary Kennard married John Edward Salter
5. Eliza Oliver Pierce married James F. Shores
6. Grandma Salter (nee Harriet Tibbetts) wife of Benjamin Salter
7. Elizabeth Shores
8. Emily Taylor Shores
9. Katherine and Foster Shores, children of Mr and Mrs James F. Shores Jr.
10. Mary A Sweetser married to John H Miller in 1871
11. Washington Sweetser with son John P. and daughter Lucy M.
12-20: unidentified individuals

Card Photo Portraits, NH Studios (subjects unidentified) – 2 boxes
Box 1
Studios in:
Bristol
Concord
Dover
Exeter
Great Falls
Manchester
Pencaook/Fisherville
Pittsfield
Portsmouth (part)

Box 2
Studios in
Portsmouth
Album of 32 images from studios in Claremont, Concord, Newport

Glass Lantern Slides – 2 boxes:
There are two archival shoe-boxes of lantern slides, approximately 200 images. Most are numbered and labeled "W.L. Trafton Co., Portsmouth", though there are missing numbers and instances of several slides with the same number but different images. Item-level list follows this page in the finding aid.
Box 1: Places: Portsmouth and vicinity
Box 2: People
Box 1 – Places
Labeled "W.L. Trafton Co, Portsmouth" unless otherwise noted
Numbered as found on plates – there are duplicate numbers and skipped numbers.
Identifications those on plate with additional info such as street addresses from file cards
in Dorothy Vaughan’s hand found with plates.
No number, glass plate negative, ‘Horton (?) D. Walke’s (?) Res, Portsmouth
No number, unlabeled glass plate negative. Custom House
No number, unlabeled glass plate negative. Freeman’s Point
No number, unlabeled glass plate negative. Portsmouth Academy, Portsmouth Library
Numbers 1 – 10 of 10. unlabeled glass plate negatives. 1813 map of Portsmouth
No number. Cold Storage Building Skating Rink
No number. Globe Grocery Co., Pleasant St
No number. York Beach Me. Group of people at depot.
02. Kimball, Israel Residence, Islington St
03. Major John Sullivan Residence, Durham NH (no card)
05. 1813 map of Portsmouth near South Mill Pond [positive from negative(s) above?]
05. Portsmouth Academy, later Portsmouth Library
08. Franklin Ship House, Portsmouth Navy Yard
09. Boston and Marine RR Depot, Deer St without the tower
09. Old North Mill, Maplewood Ave. ?built 1764
12. Congress ST, North side showing Langdon House Hotel
12. Coleman, J.L.C. Junk Store, Market St
13. Lynn, Andrew House, Union St corner of Austin
13. South Cemetery
13. Sagamore Factory, Islington St
15. Anabelle (Robert) House
16. Patton, Joseph residence, 6 Russell St. “Union House”
17. Peirce, Robert residence, Miller Ave cor Highland
19. ? Livermore House, Livermore St on Haven Park
19. Ocean House at Rye NH. Jenness Beach. Burned April 21, 1873
22. Hanover St looking east from Bridge St
25. Portsmouth waterfront, view from Noble’s Island
26. no identification, ?Portsmouth [large hotel-like clapboard building]
26. Italian Camp, Portsmouth NH near stand pipe
29. Chestnut St cor State (388 State). Folsom House in background
32. Old Court House, Court ST
33. Shore House, South St
34. Sherburne-Fernald House, Fernald, William D. Deer St showing Shortridge House
35. Treat, Samuel residence, Deer St. (Dupre House) New England Stable
35. Nutter-Rymes House, School St
36. Pettigrew House. Robert Rice House. Cor Parker & Pearl
39. Capt Carpenter residence
39. Portsmouth-Kittery bridge. Old toll RR. Noble’s Island
42. People’s Market, cor. Daniel & Penhallow (States & Union Office)
42. National Hotel, cor Congress and Fleet St. burned Dec 1877
43. Grace’s Drug Store, cor Daniel & Market Sq
43. Dennett St from Maplewood Ave. Shows town pump and old Franklin School (? Old
44. Raynes Ship Yard
45. Brewster (Dr George), Brewster St showing hitching post
45. Wm. C. Newton Store (card id W.C. Mendum Store), Market St opposite Moffatt
    -Ladd House
48. Glen Cottage. Aaron Hill's House. Cor State & Middle Sts
49. no identification, no card. On glass plate: Mechanic St, Portsmouth NH.
    "Portsmouth" crossed out. In pencil: "Barker Shoe Co" [image is of large factory
    -like brick building]
51. Jaffrey House (rear), Linden St
51. Mt Washington. ? Tip Top House
52. Mason’s Saw Mill. Portsmouth?
53. Raynes Shipyards. Last ship on ways.
56. Sise, John residence. Court St near Haymarket Sq
57. Franklin Hall, Congress St
58. Peirce-Sise (Joseph) House, Middle St. without the porch
58. Holbrook Sail Loft, Market St
58. Capt Bradford’s residence
58. Leavitt, Daniel residence, cor. Union
59. Shores, Sarah residence, 21 Vaughan St
59. Rice, Frank W. residence, 9 Russell St. ?business: saloon, Market Sq
62. Rice, Miss Nancy residence
63. Moses, Levi residence. ? Pleasant St “Lamb” crossed out on slide
64. Church Point (Strawberry Banke) taken from Ceres St
64. Gerrish, Henry F. store, cor Daniel & Market St. (later Grace’s Drug)
65. Sise, Joseph residence, State St corner of Summer
66. South Cemetery, Main Avenue
67. Colcord (John) House. Pleasant St. cor Howard
73. Sanborn, J. Albert residence. Broad St?
73. Engine No. 4, Chemical Fire Station, Hanover St
75. Frank Jones Brewery Yard, Islington St
77. Mendum Block, High St?
78. Drake Iron Laundry, Mechanic St
82. South Ward Room, So. Meeting House
82. Penhallow St from State St
82. Jackson, Harry residence, Union cor. State
86. Odiorne Block, Pleasant St. ?Old Pleasant St Church
88. Marden, Sandy residence, Haymarket Sq
89. Sagamore House, Odiorne Point. ? burned Jan or June 13, 1871
89. Bailey, John House, Middle St (French House)
89. McDonough St, east side
91. Old Hall Burying Ground (cemetery), Portsmouth NH
98. Fisher Eldridge (Eldredge) House and garden, Miller Ave
230. glass plate negative. Washington St. refer also to #78. Jim Garvin note: “important
    record of a number of houses that were demolished in early 1900s, looking north
with Cushman House on left and Conant and Chase Houses on right.”

Lantern Slide Box 2 – People
Labeled “W.L. Trafton Co, Portsmouth” unless otherwise noted
Numbered as found on plates – there are duplicate numbers and skipped numbers.
Identifications those on plate with additional info such as street addresses from file cards
in Dorothy Vaughan’s hand found with plates.

No number. Negative plate. Man in military uniform.
No number. Negative plate. Wentworth, Benning [photo of page in book: illustration with
Text]
01. No name on plate. [bust of unidentified male]
01. B ___ (illeg), Henry S.
01. Sampson, Willard
03. Young, John Wesley
03. Bodge, Robert N. [plate cracked]
04. Parry, James [plate cracked]
06. Rand, Wesley
07. Barker, Jonathan
07. Junkins, James. Grocer
07. Ordione, James
07. Grace, Capt. Joseph
11. Raynes (illeg first name)
11. Senter, Timothy G.
11. Kennedy, William
11. Tarlton (?) [Taliten?], Nathan
13. Towle, Capt. George W
14. Martin, Thomas
14. Dodge, Jabes
14. Knowlton (?), Joseph B. standing beside a chair
14. Payne, Albert [no Trafton label]
15. Carr, James M. [no Trafton label]
16. Gardner, Samuel R. [no Trafton label]
17. Lidd (?Sidd), Charles L
17. Hadley, William S.
17. Officers of Damon Lodge, K of P, Portsmouth NH
18. Clark, John M
18. Kittredge, Sheldon
21. Elwyn, John
21. Ham, Suffly (?)
21. Ryder, John [no Trafton label]
25. Group: Secretary of YMCA, Portsmouth NH
27. Shackford, William G
28. Odell, judge Lorey [no Trafton label]
31. Sawyer, Moses [no Trafton label]
31. DeMeritt, Samuel M
33. Jenness, Peter. West India Goods
34. Nilsen, Isiaah
34. Treat, Samuel
34. Norton, Thomas
36. Sides, William O. [no Trafton label]
37. Stavers, William
41. Waterhouse, Rev. Lucius
44. Conlon, John [no Trafton label]
44. Miller, John H
47. Nutter, James [no Trafton label]
47. Anthony, Charles
47. Group, unidentified Portsmouth men and women [no Trafton label]
51. Wilkes, Henry C
51. Alden, Dr William H
54. Laighten, LaFayette
54. Jones, Albert
55. Hayes, Charles
57. Hooper (?), Samuel G
57. Hollsisk (?), John R [plate cracked]
61. Shillaber, John F
61. Varney [no first name] [no Trafton label]
64. Huntress, Henry L. [no Trafton label]
67. Davis, John M [no Trafton label]
67. Ellridge, Peirce
69. Dennett, William H
71. Ackerman, Joseph D [no Trafton label]
71. Cleave (?), Samuel
71. Huntress, James [no Trafton label]
71. Bennett, John
74. Roberts, Henry [no Trafton label]
74. Moses, John W [no Trafton label]
74. Clapham, Thomas
76. unlabeled. [Group at Niagara falls – includes child]
77. Emery, Peter
77. Goodrich, Taylor [no Trafton label]
81. Emery, G. Alex
81. Brewster, Charles W [plate cracked]
84. Sims, Stephen N.
84. Marston Stephen L [no Trafton label]
84. Williams, Hiram [no Trafton label]
84. Locke, John H
85. Odiorne, Thomas [no Trafton label]
87. Oxford (??) [Orfield??], Rufus K
87. Tucker, William [no Trafton label]
87. Kent, J. Hiroce (?)
87. Raitt, James
93. Frye, Samuel [no Trafton label]
93. Cummings, Charles [no Trafton label]
94. Knowlton, John
94. McGinley, Rev. William A
96. Berry, Charles [no Trafton label]
97. Dame, John J
97. S____, S [name illegible]
182. Brinn, Rev Arthur. Rector of Queen’s Chapel until his death in 1773 [photo of print]
183. Pike, Frank
192. Sanborn, Daniel
209. Gardner, Joseph H
216. Young, John Wesley [no Trafton label]
271. Robberts, Jonathan [man with corn cob necklace and hat]
341. Myers, Charles E

Glass Negatives: Family - 2 boxes
All images are of Dorothy Vaughan’s family, though most are unidentified, they are probably of her mother and her parents and relatives (Mary Smith Vaughan and her parents, Julia Gage Smith and Oscar Smith.) They lived in Penacook and had a cottage at York Beach ME; most were probably taken in one of these places, though there were other connections in Hebron and Bristol NH. They seem to have been taken over just a few years in the late 19th or early 20th century. The collection as a whole is a view of an extended family and includes images of pets, all generations of family members, work places, agricultural activities, people in horse-drawn vehicles, houses. Some were taken indoors and record wallpaper and other décor of the period. They have been roughly sorted into categories listed below.

ANIMALS
1-6: portraits of individual animals – horse, cats, dogs
7-15: animals with people – woman holding cat, boy with dog, horses drawing carriages, horses pulling plow in field, etc.

ADULTS, INDIVIDUALS
16-19: men
20-30: women, including several of elderly women

ADULTS, COUPLES
21-31: usually a man and woman, but #31 is two elderly women

ADULTS, GROUPS (some include children)
22-42: most are 2-4 individuals, but a few are large groups of 10 or more people
42-52: groups that include or feature children or babies

ADULTS, GROUPS: ST MARYS SCHOOL
53-62: all young women

ADULTS, GROUPS, YORK BEACH ME
63-72: includes some images of or with children

ADULTS AND CHILDREN IN WORKPLACES (store, farm)
73-74: agricultural
75: “Penacook Unemployed” [5 men in bowler hats]
76-86: in and around storcs. Includes children
CHILDREN
87-96: individuals, mostly babies but a few toddlers/children
97-103: baby held by adult
104-106: groups of children
PLACES
107-111: houses
112-114: river, some with dam
115-118: river with mill, dam
119-121: York Beach ME (cottages, lighthouse, hotel)
122-123: gravestones, Morse and Smith (Bristol/Hebron?)

Negatives: Portsmouth Houses and Doors—1 box:
A wooden box holds 74 glass and celluloid negatives of Portsmouth buildings and
doorways. Most are identified on the image. A small box holds 11 images of unidentified
people and places. An item-level list follows.

Celluloid Negatives, Doors: [most identified on image; otherwise by James Garvin]
Atheneum
Benedict House
Boardman House
Brown House
DeNormandie House
Knights of Columbus
Ladd House
Langdon House
Livermore House
Lyman (Austin) House
Moffatt-Ladd House
Peirce, Joshua Winslow House
Peirce Mansion
Public Library
Rice House (2)
Sherburne House
Warner House
Wendall, Abram House
Wendell, Jacob House
Wentworth-Gardner House
Woman’s Club
Celluloid Negatives, Houses: [all identified on image; taken c. 1930 according to James
Garvin]
Atheneum
Boardman House
Boyd Raynes House
Buckminster House
Custom House, Old
Jackson House, Old – rear
Jones, Paul House
Langdon, Gov John House
Langdon, Rev Samuel House
Larkin House
Lear House
Livermore House
Mason House
Peirce, John House
Rundlett House (2)
Warner House
Wendell, Abram House
Wendell, Jacob House
Wentworth, Gov John House
Negatives, cont.
Wentworth-Gardner House
Whipple House

Celluloid Negatives: Prints [James Garvin says all from “Gleason’s Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion.”]
Portsmouth: Market Sq
Portsmouth: View of State St
Portsmouth: View from South of City

Glass Negatives: Doors [most identified on plate. James Garvin provided further information, such as street locations.]
Custom House, Old
Hart House
Hovey House
Hovey Fountain
Kennard House
Langley Boardman House
Larkin Rice House
Moffatt House
Peirce, Joshua Winslow House
Peirce, John House
Pierce House
Rollins, Ichabod House
Rundlett-May House
Sherburne House
Yates House
Unidentified house, filed behind card labeled “Boardman”
Unidentified house
State House, looking up Park St

Opalotype
One image, head and shoulders of an unidentified woman. [this early photographic technique is an image on mild-colored glass]

Stereographs
91 stereographs of Portsmouth and vicinity, each identified. An item-level list follows.

**Portsmouth and Vicinity (81)**

**Bridges (2)**
- Old South Bridge
- Saganau (?) Bridge

**Churches (9)**
- Catholic Church
- Christ Church
- Episcopal Chapel (2 views)
- Episcopal Church
- North Chapel
- North Church
- North Church Interior
- Unitarian Church

**Hotels (4)**
- Farragut House (Rye Beach)
- Kearsarge House
- Rockingham Hotel
- Wentworth Hotel

**Houses (17)**
- Faith (?) House
- Goodwin (?) House, Islington St
- Langdon Mansion (3 views)
- “Old Jail,” Islington St
- Marshall House Piazza
- Miller Estate, So. St.
- Pepperall House, Kittery Pt.
- Sherburne House (2 views)
- Unidentified: Islington Corner Rock
- Unidentified: Summer St
- Unidentified (4)

**Isles of Shoals (3)**
- Appledore House (2 views)
- White Island w/lighthouse

**Navy Yard (4)**
- Birds Eye View
- Part of Gun Park
- View Toward Kittery Point (Rev. D. Austin residence)
- View from Marine Barr. Grounds

**Parks (2)**
- Manhattan Park with floral arches
- Ocean House Grove, Rye Beach [with swing, children]

**People (1)**
- First Meet of the League of NH Wheelmen at Portsmouth, Sept 18, 1882

**Scenery (1)**
Little Harbor

**Schools** (3)
Academy, Islington St
High School
Miss Morgans Young Ladies School

**Streets** (35)
Austin St, winter
Congress Block
Congress St (2 views)
Congress St, winter [with people with snow shovels]
Daniel St
Dear (Dean?) St
Islington St looking down from Summer
Islington St looking West
Market St: East Side
Market St from the East [color]
Market Sq [with horses, wagons]
Market Sq 1862 [with people] (2 views)
Middle St (2 views)
Newcastle Rd
North St
Pleasant St (2 views)
Richards Avenue
State St (2 views)
State St corner Chestnut
State St corner Pleasant (2 views)
State St Middle St Church
South St at Mill Bridge (with decorated arches)
Summer St cor Islington
Unidentified with Ox Team in snow
Unidentified (4 views, one with people outside a hat shop)

**Stores** (1)
Wm. Horn Provisions, Water St

**New Hampshire:** (20)
Andover (2)
Bristol [most with no further identification] (8)
Bristol House
Covered Bridge
General views, town from afar (3) Unid. Mill on river
Unid. Street with church
Unid. Street with stores, people, horses
**Crawford Notch gates** (1)
**Fisherville** [most by John Bachelder, Andover NH] (7)
Stereographs, cont.
Brown's Hill
Machine Shops
Seminary
Twin Bridges
View from near Morrison's
Unidentified house [one with people outside, one from above] (2)
Penacook Dam (1)
Profile Lake, Franconia Notch (1)